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¨

Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)

¨

Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)

¨

Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14d-2(b))

¨

Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.13e-4(c))
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Item 1.01 Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.
On April 28, 2005 Saks Incorporated (the Company) and Belk, Inc.(Buyer) entered into an Asset Purchase Agreement dated as of April
28, 2005 (the Purchase Agreement).
The following is a brief description of certain of the terms and conditions of the Purchase Agreement: (1) the purchase price is $622,000,000
in cash, subject to adjustment based on changes in working capital; (2) Buyer will purchase substantially all of the assets of the Company and
of specific subsidiaries of the Company (the Subsidiaries) that are solely related to the business of owning and operating the stores
operating under the Companys Proffitts and McRaes business names (the Business); (3) excluded assets will include without
limitation (a) cash (other than register cash and store safe cash), (b) accounts receivable, (c) four stores located in Alabama and (iv) Club
Libby Lu assets; (4) in general, Buyer will assume all liabilities of the Company and the Subsidiaries to the extent solely relating to the
Business or the transferred assets; (5) excluded liabilities will include without limitation all pre-closing taxes, specified existing litigation
matters and pre-closing medical, workers compensation and general liability claims; (6) if a landlord consent with respect to one of the stores
to be sold is not obtained prior to closing, this store will be excluded from the sale, and the purchase price will be reduced by an agreed
amount, and if the consent is obtained within six months following closing the Company will sell the store to Buyer for the agreed amount; (7)
customary representations, warranties and covenants; (8) the Companys indemnification obligation for breach of representations and
warranties (other than authority) will be subject to a $65,000 per claim threshold, a $10,000,000 aggregate deductible, and a $60,000,000 cap;
(9) representations and warranties will generally survive for 12 months after closing: (10) the Company will deliver fiscal 2004 audited
financial statements of the Business within 60 days after the closing; (11) the closing conditions include expiration or termination of the
waiting period under the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, no order of any governmental body restraining or
prohibiting the purchase and sale of any material portion of the transferred assets, performance by the Company and Buyer in all material
respects of all material covenants and agreements required by Purchase Agreement to be performed at or prior to the closing, termination of all
liens under the Companys credit agreement (with respect to the transferred assets) and representations and warranties being true at closing
except as would not have a material adverse effect; (12) Buyer will generally offer continued employment to all employees of the Business at
a rate of compensation (base salary and bonus potential) that is at least the same as that to which such employees are entitled prior to closing;
(13) specified employees of the Business will receive from Buyer at its expense prescribed severance benefits under the Companys Amended
and Restated 2000 Change in Control and Material Transaction Severance Plan as a result of termination of employment following the closing
of the transaction contemplated by the Purchase Agreement, and Buyer will pay severance under the Companys severance guidelines to
specified transferred employees whose employment is involuntarily terminated during 2005; (14) prior to closing, Buyer will be obligated to,
with respect to the stores being sold, either (a) enter into a program agreement with Household Bank (SB), N.A. (now known as HSBC Bank
Nevada, N.A.) that is acknowledged by Household Bank to satisfy the requirements of the Program Agreement between the Company and
Household Bank (SB), N.A. dated as of April 15, 2003 or (b) purchase the accounts and account receivables associated with such stores from
Household Bank for a specified price; and (15) the Company and Buyer will enter into a transition services agreement, private brands
agreement, and Club Libby Lu licensed departments agreement in connection with the transaction.
A copy of the Purchase Agreement is attached to, and incorporated by reference in this Item of, this Current Report on Form 8-K as Exhibit
99.1. The foregoing description of the Purchase Agreement is qualified in its entirety by reference to the full text of the Purchase Agreement.
The summary disclosure above and the Purchase Agreement attached as Exhibit 99.1 to this Current Report on Form 8-K are being furnished
to provide information regarding the terms and conditions of the Purchase
1
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Agreement. No representation, warranty, covenant, or agreement described in the summary disclosure or contained in the Purchase Agreement
is, or should be construed as, a representation or warranty by the Company to any investor or covenant or agreement of the Company with any
investor. Investors should note the limitation on third party beneficiary rights contained in the last sentence of Section 13.5(b) of the Purchase
Agreement, which provides that nothing in the Purchase Agreement is intended or shall be construed to confer upon any Person other than
the parties and successors and assigns any right, remedy or claim under or by reason of [the Purchase] Agreement.
There may be risks for investors associated with relying on representations, warranties, covenants, and agreements contained in the Purchase
Agreement. The representations and warranties in the Purchase Agreement may be qualified by disclosure schedules that have not been filed
with the Securities and Exchange Commission, may be qualified by materiality standards that differ from what may be viewed as material for
securities-law purposes, and represent an allocation of risk as between the parties as part of the transaction reflected in the Purchase
Agreement. Moreover, the representations and warranties may become incorrect after the date of the Purchase Agreement, and changes, if any,
may not be reflected in the Companys public disclosures. The covenants and agreements contained in the Purchase Agreement are solely for
the benefit of the Company and Buyer, and compliance with each covenant and agreement may be waived, and the time for performance under
each covenant and agreement may be extended, by the party entitled to the benefit of the covenant or agreement.
Item 8.01 Other Events.
A copy of the Companys news release dated April 29, 2005 disclosing, among other things, that the Company and Buyer entered into the
Purchase Agreement is attached to, and incorporated by reference in this Item of, this Current Report on Form 8-K as Exhibit 99.2.
The Companys preliminary estimates of the book gain associated with the transactions contemplated by the Purchase Agreement are
provided below. These preliminary estimates are subject to change. Possible changes will depend on the final allocation of goodwill relating to
the assets to be sold as part of the transactions as well as other items. The Companys preliminary estimate is that the cash taxes on the gain
will be less than $25 million due to the utilization of net operating losses. The relatively high effective tax rate on the book gain is primarily
due to the non-deductibility of good will.

Estimated pre-tax book gain
$130 million
Estimated after-tax book gain
$50 million
2
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Item 9.01

Financial Statements and Exhibits.

(c) Exhibits
Exhibit

Description of Document

99.1

Copy of Asset Purchase Agreement between Saks Incorporated and Belk, Inc. dated as of April 28, 2005*

99.2

Copy of news release issued by the Company on April 29, 2005

* All schedules and exhibits to this Exhibit have been omitted in accordance with 17 CFR §229.601(b)(2). The registrant agrees to furnish
supplementally a copy of all omitted schedules and exhibits to the Securities and Exchange Commission upon its request.
3
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned hereunto duly authorized.
SAKS INCORPORATED

Date: April 29, 2005

/s/ CHARLES J. HANSEN

Executive Vice President and General Counsel
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Exhibit 99.1
ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
BETWEEN
SAKS INCORPORATED
AND
BELK, INC.
Dated as of April 28, 2005
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ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT
ASSET PURCHASE AGREEMENT, dated as of April 28, 2005 (this Agreement), by and between Saks Incorporated, a Tennessee
corporation (Seller), and Belk, Inc., a Delaware corporation (Buyer).
PRELIMINARY STATEMENT:
WHEREAS, Seller is engaged in the business of owning and operating retail department stores under the nameplates McRaes and
Proffitts; and
WHEREAS, Seller and the Companies (as hereinafter defined) own, among other things, the assets used in the operation of the Business
(as hereinafter defined); and
WHEREAS, Seller desires to sell to Buyer, and to cause the Companies to sell to Buyer, and Buyer desires to purchase from Seller and
the Companies, substantially all of the assets solely related to the Business, all on the terms and subject to the conditions set forth herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set forth, it is hereby agreed between Seller
and Buyer as follows:
ARTICLE I
DEFINITIONS
Section 1.1 Definitions. In this Agreement, the following terms have the meanings specified or referred to in this Section 1.1.
2005 Seller Capital Budget has the meaning specified in Section 5.5(b).
Account Information means the Cardholder List, the Charge Transaction Data and all other Cardholder Information and
Account Documentation related to Accounts (as each such term is defined in the Program Agreement) as of the Effective Time, in each
case to the extent solely related to the Business and excluding Excluded Account Information.
Adjusted Purchase Price has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(f).
Adjustment Amount has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(e).
Affiliate means, with respect to any Person, any other Person who directly or indirectly, through one or more intermediaries, controls,
is controlled by or is under common control with such Person. As used herein, control means the power to direct the management or affairs
of a Person, and ownership means the beneficial ownership of more than 50% of the equity securities of the Person.
Agreement has the meaning specified in the first paragraph of this Agreement.
Allocation Schedule has the meaning specified in Section 3.3(a).
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Arbitrator has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(c).
Asset Acquisition Proposal means any proposal or offer with respect to any purchase, directly or indirectly, of all or any significant
portion of the Assets, whether by merger, consolidation, acquisition or otherwise (other than any transaction with Buyer or its Affiliates);
provided, however, that, for the avoidance of doubt, any Seller Acquisition Proposal and any proposal or offer relating exclusively to assets
and properties of Seller and/or its Affiliates not being sold pursuant to this Agreement shall in no event be deemed to be an Asset Acquisition
Proposal; provided, further, that any proposal or offer with respect to the capital stock of the Companies shall be deemed to be an Asset
Acquisition Proposal only if such offer or proposal contemplates that any of the Assets would not be conveyed to Buyer or its Affiliates.
Assets has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a).
Assignment and Assumption Agreement (Real Estate) means the Assignment and Assumption Agreement (Real Estate) in
substantially the form of Exhibit A, with such modifications thereto as may be necessary to conform to the requirements of the applicable
Leasehold Interest or Real Estate Agreement (but which in any event shall expressly disclaim any representation or warranty by Seller or its
Affiliates (other than representations and warranties made in this Agreement) as provided in Exhibit A), with separate instruments for each
parcel of Real Estate (each of which shall expressly disclaim any representation or warranty by Seller or its Affiliates (other than
representations and warranties made in this Agreement)).
Assumed Liabilities has the meaning specified in Section 2.3(a).
Bill of Sale, Assignment and Assumption Agreement means the Bill of Sale, Assignment and Assumption Agreement in the form
of Exhibit B.
Books and Records has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(xiii).
Business means the business of owning and operating the retail department stores located on the Real Estate, excluding any Club
Libby Lu operations.
Business Agreements has the meaning specified in Section 5.14.
Business Employees has the meaning specified in Section 5.17(a).
Business Plan means any Pension Plan or Welfare Plan that is sponsored by Seller or any Company in which any employees of the
Business are participating or under which any current or former employees of the Business have accrued any benefits while employed by
Seller or any Company to which they remain entitled or with respect to which Seller or any Company has any liability.
Business Severance Practices has the meaning specified in Section 8.3(d)(i).
Buyer has the meaning specified in the first paragraph of this Agreement.
Buyer Ancillary Agreements means all agreements, instruments and documents being or to be executed and delivered by Buyer
under this Agreement or in connection herewith.
Buyer Group Member means (a) Buyer and its Affiliates, (b) directors, officers and employees of Buyer and its Affiliates and (c) the
successors and assigns of the foregoing.
2
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Buyers DC Plan has the meaning specified in Section 8.3(i)(ii).
Buyers Plans has the meaning specified in Section 8.3(c)(i).
Change In Law means the adoption, promulgation, modification or reinterpretation of any law, rule, regulation, ordinance or order or
any other Requirement of Law of any Governmental Body that occurs subsequent to the date of this Agreement.
Claim Notice has the meaning specified in Section 11.3.
Closing means the closing of the transfer of the Assets from Seller and the Companies to Buyer.
Closing Date has the meaning specified in Section 4.1.
Closing Date Interest has the meaning specified in Section 3.1.
Club Libby Lu Licensed Departments Agreement has the meaning specified in Section 7.8(b).
COBRA has the meaning specified in Section 8.3(h).
Code means the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended.
Companies means Carson Pirie Holdings, Inc., a Delaware corporation, Jackson Leasing, LLC, a Mississippi limited liability
company, McRaes, Inc., a Mississippi corporation, McRaes of Alabama, Inc., an Alabama corporation, McRaes Stores Partnership, a
Mississippi general partnership, and Parisian, Inc., an Alabama corporation.
Company Ancillary Agreements means all agreements, instruments and documents being or to be executed and delivered by any of
the Companies under this Agreement or in connection herewith.
Company Intellectual Property means any Intellectual Property that is owned by Seller or any of the Companies and used solely in
connection with the Business, including the Company Software.
Company Registered Intellectual Property means all of the Registered Intellectual Property owned by or filed in the name of Seller
or any of the Companies and used solely in connection with the Business.
Company Software means all Software owned by Seller or any of the Companies and used solely in connection with the Business.
Confidentiality Agreement means that certain letter agreement dated February 16, 2005 between Seller and Buyer.
Contracts has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(vii).
Court Order means any judgment, order, award or decree of any foreign, federal, state, local or other court, agency, tribunal or
Governmental Body and any award in any arbitration proceeding.
Credit Agreement means the Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of November 26, 2003 among Seller, as borrower,
Fleet Retail Group, Inc., as agent, and the other financial institutions party thereto, as lenders.
3
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Current Business Employees has the meaning specified in Section 5.17(a).
Customer Information has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(xii).
Cut-Off Date has the meaning specified in Section 4.1.
Cut-Off Date AP Schedule has the meaning specified in Section 2.5.
Cut-Off Date Working Capital Statement has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(a).
DOJ has the meaning specified in Section 7.5.
Effective Time has the meaning specified in Section 4.1.
Employment Agreement means any employment contract, termination or severance agreement, change of control agreement or any
other agreement respecting the terms and conditions of employment or payment of compensation in respect to any current or former officer or
employee of the Business.
Encumbrance means any lien, charge, claim, restriction, security interest, encumbrance, mortgage, pledge, easement, conditional sale
or other title retention agreement, title exception, defect in title or other restriction of a similar kind.
Environmental Law means all Requirements of Law relating to protection of surface or ground water, drinking water supply, soil,
surface or subsurface strata or medium, ambient air, pollution control, Hazardous Materials, health, chemical use, safety or sanitation.
Environmental Permits means all permits, licenses or authorizations required pursuant to any Environmental Law.
Equipment has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(iii).
ERISA means the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended.
Exchange Act means the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
Excluded Account Information means (a) any credit bureau report obtained by or on behalf of Household Bank pertaining to a
Cardholder (as defined in the Program Agreement) and any credit scoring and decision information, analyses of credit quality and credit
risk, analyses prepared for the purpose of fraud or suspicious activity monitoring or other similar analyses prepared by or on behalf of
Household Bank and maintained in Household Banks credit file pertaining to a Cardholder; (b) any information collected by or on behalf of
Household Bank from a Cardholder in response to the following items in a Credit Card Application (as defined in the Program Agreement):
date of birth, previous address, time spent at any address, employment information, document identification information (including passport
number and drivers license number) and information regarding other credit cards held by the Cardholder; and (c) any other information
collected by or on behalf of Household Bank, whether from a Cardholder or from any other Person, to the extent that Household Bank and
Seller have agreed in good faith after the date of the Program Agreement but prior to the date of this Agreement that the collection, use and
distribution of such information by Seller and its Affiliates would be inconsistent with the intent of the parties to the Program Agreement that
neither Household Bank nor Seller be deemed to be a consumer reporting agency within the meaning of Section 603 of
4
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the Fair Credit Reporting Act (15 U.S.C. § 1681a(d)), as amended, and (d) any nonpublic personal information about a Cardholder that the
Cardholder has directed not be disclosed to a nonaffiliated third party pursuant to the provisions of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. §
6801 et seq., and any regulations issued pursuant thereto.
Excluded Assets has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(b).
Excluded Employees means the employees whose names are listed on Schedule 1.1(a).
Excluded Liabilities has the meaning specified in Section 2.3(b).
Expenses means any and all reasonable out-of-pocket expenses incurred in connection with defending or asserting any claim, action,
suit or proceeding hereunder (including court filing fees, court costs, arbitration fees or costs, costs of investigation, witness fees and
reasonable fees and disbursements of legal counsel, expert witnesses, accountants and other professionals).
Final Working Capital has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(a).
Financial Statements has the meaning specified in Section 5.4.
Financial Statements Date means January 29, 2005.
FLSA means the United States Fair Labor Standards Act, as amended, and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder.
FTC has the meaning specified in Section 7.5.
GAAP means United States generally accepted accounting principles, consistently applied by Seller, in effect at the date of the
financial statement to which it refers.
Governmental Body means any foreign, federal, state, local or other governmental authority or any court, administrative or
regulatory agency, department, instrumentality, body or commission.
Governmental Permits has the meaning specified in Section 5.7.
Grant Deeds means the quitclaim deeds in the forms attached to Exhibit Q.
Hazardous Materials means any waste, pollutant, contaminant, hazardous substance, toxic, ignitable, reactive or corrosive substance,
hazardous waste, hazardous chemicals, petroleum or petroleum-derived substance or waste or any constituent of any such substance or waste,
the use, handling or disposal of which by Seller or any of the Companies is in any way governed by or subject to any applicable Requirement
of Law.
HIPAA has the meaning specified in Section 8.8.
Household Bank has the meaning specified in Section 7.9.
HSR Act means the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976, as amended.
Identified Guaranties has the meaning specified in Section 7.7.
Incremental Property Taxes means, with respect to property Taxes imposed on the Assets with respect to any Straddle Period, the
excess, if any, of (a) the portion of such
5
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property Taxes for the portion of such Straddle Period ending on the Cut-Off Date allocated pro rata on a daily basis using the assessed value
and Tax rate imposed as a result of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement over (b) the portion of such property Taxes for the
portion of such Straddle Period ending on the Cut-Off Date allocated pro rata on a daily basis, using the assessed value and Tax rate that
would have applied had such transactions not occurred.
Indemnified Party has the meaning specified in Section 11.3.
Indemnitor has the meaning specified in Section 11.3.
Intellectual Property means any or all of the following and all rights, arising out of or associated therewith: (i) all United States,
international and foreign patents and applications therefor and all reissues, divisions, renewals, extensions, provisionals, continuations and
continuations-in-part thereof; (ii) all inventions (whether patentable or not), improvements, technical data, Trade Secrets, and all
documentation relating to any of the foregoing throughout the world; (iii) all copyrights, copyright registrations and applications therefor, and
all other rights corresponding thereto throughout the world; (iv) all industrial designs and any registrations and applications therefor
throughout the world; (v) all internet uniform resource locators, domain names, trade names, logos, slogans, designs, common law trademarks
and service marks, trademark and service mark registrations and applications therefor throughout the world; (vi) all databases and data
collections and all rights therein throughout the world; and (vii) any similar or equivalent rights to any of the foregoing anywhere in the world.
Inventory has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(v).
Inventory Firm has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(h).
Inventory Schedule has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(h).
Key Employees means all employees of the Business whose annual base salaries exceed $150,000.
Knowledge of Buyer means, as to a particular matter, the current actual knowledge of the executive officers of Buyer (as the term
executive officer is defined in Rule 3b-7 under the Exchange Act).
Knowledge of Seller means, as to a particular matter, the current actual knowledge of the executive officers of Seller (as the term
executive officer is defined in Rule 3b-7 under the Exchange Act), the President and Chief Executive Officer of Proffitts and McRaes and
Sellers Senior Vice PresidentReal Estate with responsibility for the Business.
Labor Laws means all Requirements of Law concerning labor relations, unions and collective bargaining, conditions of employment,
employment discrimination and harassment, wages, hours or occupational safety and health, including ERISA, the United States Immigration
Reform and Control Act of 1986, the United States National Labor Relations Act, the United States Civil Rights Acts of 1866 and 1964, the
United States Equal Pay Act, the United States Age Discrimination in Employment Act, the United States Americans with Disabilities Act, the
United States Family Medical Leave Act, the United States Worker Adjustment and Retraining Notification Act, the United States
Occupational Safety and Health Act, the United States Davis Bacon Act, the United States Walsh-Healy Act, the United States Service
Contract Act, United States Executive Order 11246, the United States Fair Labor
6
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Standards Act and the United States Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as each such act is amended, and all rules and regulations promulgated under
such acts.
Lease Agreements has the meaning specified in Section 5.8(c).
Leased Real Estate has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(ii).
Leasehold Interests has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(ii).
Losses means any and all liabilities, obligations, losses, costs, settlement payments, awards, judgments, fines, penalties, damages,
expenses, deficiencies or other charges.
Material Adverse Effect means any change or effect that, when taken together with all other changes or effects, has or is reasonably
likely to have a material adverse effect on the assets, results of operations or financial condition of the Business taken as a whole, other than
any change or effect resulting from or relating to (a) economic conditions, (b) global financial or capital markets, (c) the retail department
store industry, (d) the public disclosure of the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, (e) the consummation of the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement or compliance with the terms of this Agreement, (f) any Excluded Asset, Excluded Liability or other asset or
property of Seller or its Affiliates that is not being transferred pursuant to this Agreement, (g) any Change In Law or (h) acts of terrorism or
war (whether or not declared).
Non-Prevailing Party has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(d).
Notice of Disagreement has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(b).
Other Guaranties has the meaning specified in Section 7.7.
Owned Real Estate has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(i).
Pension Plan means any pension plan, as defined in Section 3(2) of ERISA, applied without regard to the exceptions from coverage
contained in Sections 4(b)(4) or 4(b)(5) thereof.
Permitted Encumbrances means (a) liens for Taxes and other governmental charges and assessments that are not yet due and
payable or that are being contested in good faith in accordance with applicable Requirements of Law; (b) liens of landlords and liens of
carriers, warehousemen, mechanics and materialmen and other like liens arising in the ordinary course of business for sums not yet due and
payable; (c) Encumbrances identified in Schedule 1.1(b); (d) source code escrow agreements for Software owned by Seller or any of the
Companies listed in Schedule 5.13; (e) Encumbrances evidenced by any security agreement, financing statement, purchase money agreement,
conditional sales contract, capital lease or operating lease, or by any license, coexistence agreement, undertaking, declaration, limitation of use
or consent to use, in each case that is described in Schedule 5.13 or the non-disclosure of which therein does not constitute a misrepresentation
under Section 5.13; and (f) other Encumbrances or imperfections on property that are not material in amount or do not materially adversely
affect the value, title, possession or existing use of the property affected by such Encumbrance or imperfection.
Permitted Real Property Exceptions means, collectively, (a) liens, charges, encumbrances and exceptions for Taxes and other
governmental charges and assessments (including special assessments) that are not yet due and payable; (b) all Real Estate Agreements; (c) all
matters and exceptions set forth in the title insurance policies or commitments set forth in
7
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Schedule 1.1(c); (d) liens, charges, encumbrances or title exceptions or imperfections with respect to the Owned Real Estate created by or
resulting from the acts or omissions of Buyer or any of its Affiliates, employees, officers, directors, agents, representatives, contractors,
invitees or licensees; (e) liens, charges, encumbrances and/or title exceptions or imperfections created by any of the documents to be executed
in connection with the Closing or this Agreement (including any reservations, easements, restrictions, covenants and other matters set forth in
the Grant Deeds) whether prior to, at or after the Closing; (f) all matters that may be shown by a current, accurate survey or physical
inspection of the Owned Real Estate; (g) Requirements of Law, including building and zoning laws, ordinances and regulations now or
hereafter in effect relating to the Owned Real Estate; (h) any and all service contracts and agreements affecting the Owned Real Estate as of
the date hereof, and any and all service contracts and agreements entered into after the date of this Agreement in accordance with the
provisions of this Agreement, in each case, to the extent in effect as of the Closing; (i) violations of laws, regulations, ordinances, orders or
requirements, if any, arising out of any Change in Law; (j) any Permitted Encumbrance to the extent applicable or relating to, or otherwise
affecting, the Real Estate; and (k) easements, rights of way, restrictions, covenants or other similar matters that are not material in amount or
do not materially adversely affect the value, title or existing use of the Real Estate affected by such easement, right of way, restriction,
covenant or other matter.
Person means an individual, a partnership, a corporation, a limited liability company, an association, a joint stock company, a trust, a
joint venture, an unincorporated organization or a Governmental Body, or any department, agency or political subdivision thereof.
Private Brand Merchandise has the meaning specified in Section 7.4(b)(xvii).
Private Brands Agreement has the meaning specified in Section 7.8(c).
Program Agreement means that certain Program Agreement dated as of April 15, 2003 and as amended as of April 15, 2003 and
June 15, 2004 by and among Seller, McRaes, Inc. and Household Bank.
Purchase Orders has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(vi).
Purchase Price has the meaning specified in Section 3.1.
PWC has the meaning specified in Section 8.10(a).
Real Estate has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(ii).
Real Estate Agreements has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(ix).
Reference Working Capital has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(e).
Reference Working Capital Statement means the working capital statement set forth in Schedule 1.1(d), together with supporting
documentation.
Register and Store Safe Cash means (a) the register cash necessary to open the stores of the Business on the day after the Cut-Off
Date and (b) any cash that is in the safes or vaults of the stores of the Business, in the aggregate amounts for (a) and (b) as set forth in Exhibit
C.
Registered Intellectual Property means all United States, international and foreign: (i) patents and patent applications (including
provisional applications); (ii) registered
8
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trademarks and service marks, applications to register trademarks and service marks, intent-to-use applications or other registrations or
applications related to trademarks and service marks; (iii) registered copyrights and applications for copyright registration; (iv) domain name
registrations; and (v) any other Intellectual Property that is the subject of an application, certificate, filing, registration or other document
issued, filed with or recorded with any federal, state, local or foreign Governmental Body or other public body.
Required Consents has the meaning specified in Section 8.5.
Requirements of Law means any foreign, federal, state and local laws, statutes, regulations, rules, codes, orders, decrees, directives,
decisions, judgments, injunctions, writs or ordinances enacted, adopted, issued or promulgated by any Governmental Body.
Retained Names and Marks has the meaning specified in Section 8.1(a).
SEC means the United States Securities and Exchange Commission.
SEC Financials has the meaning specified in Section 8.10(a).
Seller has the meaning specified in the first paragraph of this Agreement.
Seller Acquisition Proposal means any proposal or offer with respect to a merger, acquisition, consolidation or similar transaction
involving any purchase of all or any significant portion of the capital stock of Seller.
Seller Ancillary Agreements means all agreements, instruments and documents being or to be executed and delivered by Seller
under this Agreement or in connection herewith.
Seller Gift Programs has the meaning specified in Section 2.3(a)(vii).
Seller Group Member means (a) Seller and its Affiliates, (b) directors, officers and employees of Seller and its Affiliates and (c) the
successors and assigns of the foregoing.
Seller Return Policies has the meaning specified in Section 2.3(a)(viii).
Sellers DC Plan has the meaning specified in Section 8.3(i)(i).
Severance Pay Plan has the meaning specified in Section 5.15(f).
Software means computer software programs and related documentation and materials, whether in source code, object code or human
readable form; provided, however, that Software does not include software that is available generally through retail stores, distribution
networks or is otherwise subject to shrink-wrap license or click-through agreements including any software installed in the ordinary
course of business as a standard part of hardware, equipment or fixtures purchased by Seller or any of the Companies.
Straddle Period means any taxable year or period beginning before and ending after the Cut-Off Date.
Tax (and, with correlative meaning, Taxes) means any federal, state, local or foreign income, gross receipts, property, sales, use,
license, excise, franchise, employment, payroll, withholding, alternative or add-on minimum, ad valorem, value added, transfer or excise
9
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tax, or any other tax, custom, duty, governmental fee or other like assessment or charge of any kind whatsoever, together with any interest or
penalty, imposed by any Governmental Body.
Tax Return means any return, report or similar statement required to be filed with respect to any Tax (including any attached
schedules), including any information return, claim for refund, amended return or declaration of estimated Tax.
Trade Secrets means confidential ideas, trade secrets, know-how, concepts, methods, processes, formulae, reports, data, customer
lists, mailing lists, business plans and other proprietary information that provides the owner with a competitive advantage.
Transferred Employees has the meaning specified in Section 8.3(a).
Transfer Taxes has the meaning specified in Section 8.2(a)(iv).
Transition Services Agreement has the meaning specified in Section 7.8(a).
Unassigned Contract has the meaning specified in Section 2.2(a).
Warranties has the meaning specified in Section 2.1(a)(iv).
Welfare Plan means any welfare plan, as defined in Section 3(1) of ERISA, applied without regard to the exceptions from coverage
contained in Sections 4(b)(4) or 4(b)(5) thereof.
Working Capital has the meaning specified in Section 3.2(g).
Year-End Seller Balance Sheet has the meaning specified in Section 5.4.
Section 1.2 Interpretation. In this Agreement (including the exhibits and schedules to this Agreement):
(a) words denoting the singular include the plural and vice versa, and words denoting any gender include all genders;
(b) including means including without limitation;
(c) business day means any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday or a day that is a statutory holiday under the laws of the United States
or the State of Tennessee;
(d) when calculating the period of time within which or following which any act is to be done or step taken, the date that is the reference
day in calculating such period shall be excluded and, if the last day of such period is not a business day, the period shall end on the next day
that is a business day;
(e) all dollar amounts are expressed in United States dollars, and all amounts payable hereunder shall be paid in United States dollars;
(f) money shall be tendered by wire transfer of immediately available federal funds to the account designated in writing by the party that
is to receive such money;
10
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(g) references herein to articles, sections, exhibits and schedules mean the articles and sections of, and the exhibits and schedules
attached to, this Agreement; and
(h) the words hereof, hereby, herein, hereunder and similar terms in this Agreement refer to this Agreement as a whole and not
only to a particular section in which such words appear.
ARTICLE II
PURCHASE AND SALE
Section 2.1 Purchase and Sale of Assets.
(a) Generally. On the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement, Seller agrees to, and to cause the Companies to, assign, sell,
transfer, convey and deliver to Buyer, and Buyer agrees to purchase from Seller and the Companies, all of Sellers and the Companies right,
title and interest as of the Effective Time in the following property and assets (collectively, the Assets):
(i) the real property listed on Exhibit E, together with all interests of Seller and the Companies in the buildings, structures,
installations, fixtures, trade fixtures and other improvements situated thereon and all easements, rights of way and other rights, interests
and appurtenances of Seller and the Companies therein or thereunto pertaining (collectively, Owned Real Estate);
(ii) the leasehold and subleasehold interests of Seller and the Companies in all real property listed on Exhibit F (collectively,
Leased Real Estate and, together with the Owned Real Estate, the Real Estate), together with all interests of Seller and the
Companies in the leases, subleases, licenses, occupancy agreements, and other documents or agreements related thereto and any and all
interests of Seller and the Companies in the buildings, structures, installations, fixtures, trade fixtures and other improvements situated
thereon and all easements, rights of way and other rights, interests and appurtenances of Seller and the Companies therein or thereunto
pertaining (collectively with the Leased Real Estate, the Leasehold Interests);
(iii) the machinery, equipment, furniture, tools, computer hardware and network infrastructure and spare parts located on the Real
Estate as of the Effective Time (exclusive of Inventory (which is defined in, and subject to, Section 2.1(a)(v)) (collectively,
Equipment) and all motor vehicles exclusively for use by Business Employees (excluding, for the avoidance of doubt, trucks, tractortrailers and similar motor vehicles);
(iv) all warranties or guarantees by any manufacturer, supplier or other vendor to the extent solely related to any of the Assets
(Warranties);
(v) the inventory, packaging materials and supplies, in each case to the extent solely related to the Business and wherever located
as of the Effective Time, and inventory, packaging materials and supplies on order or in transit as of the Effective
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Time, in each case to the extent solely related to the Business (collectively, the Inventory);
(vi) all purchase orders issued by Seller or any Companies in the ordinary course to the extent they relate to the operation of the
Business (Purchase Orders);
(vii) all contracts, guarantees, leases, licenses (including those relating to concessions or licensed departments), Software licenses,
commitments and other agreements, in each case solely related to the Business (exclusive of Leasehold Interests and Real Estate
Agreements, which are subject to Section 2.1(a)(ii) and Section 2.1(a)(ix), respectively) (Contracts);
(viii) all equipment lease agreements to the extent assumed by Buyer pursuant to Section 2.4(b);
(ix) all reciprocal easement and operating agreements, agreements supplemental thereto, easements, Sellers and each Companys
interests as landlord under any leases or subleases, purchase and lease-termination options, rights of first refusal or first offer,
subordination, non-disturbance and attornment agreements, and other agreements that run with the land and in each case are appurtenant
to the Real Estate and other agreements (other than Leasehold Interests) that relate to the occupancy or operation of the Real Estate
(collectively, Real Estate Agreements);
(x) the Intellectual Property owned by or licensed to Seller or any Company that is solely related to the Business, including the
Intellectual Property identified on Exhibit G, but excluding the Intellectual Property specifically identified on Exhibit H;
(xi) the Governmental Permits solely related to the Business;
(xii) the information regarding customers and bridal registries of the Business described on Exhibit I (Customer Information);
provided, that if Buyer requests that Seller provide any Customer Information in any format that differs from the format in which Seller
maintains such Customer Information, at the Closing, Buyer shall pay Seller for any reasonable out-of-pocket costs of Seller or any
Affiliate of Seller associated with producing such Customer Information in such format. Buyer understands and agrees that neither Seller
nor the Companies will produce any information that would violate any contractual obligation, violate any Requirement of Law or cause
Seller or any of the Companies to become a consumer reporting agency as defined in the Federal Fair Credit Reporting Act. Seller
agrees to, and to cause the Companies to, retain information regarding customers of the Business in accordance with its existing
retention policies and procedures;
(xiii) all material sales records, accounting records, purchase records, supplier lists, advertising and promotional records, material
real estate and engineering data, blueprints and other property records primarily related to the Business; personnel, benefits, payroll,
medical and other records of all Transferred Employees, to the extent permitted by Requirements of Law; and all other material books
and records primarily
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related to the Business, exclusive of Account Information and Excluded Account Information (collectively, Books and Records);
provided that Seller and its Affiliates shall have the right to keep and use a copy of all Books and Records where necessary to comply
with any Requirements of Law or necessary for use in connection with the business of Seller or any of its Affiliates, including the
preparation of Tax Returns, the administration of Business Plans, the preparation of the financial statements of Seller or any of its
Affiliates, the fulfillment of obligations under the Transition Services Agreement or in connection with investigations or litigation. If any
Books and Records relate primarily, but not solely, to the Business, Seller may, before delivering such Books and Records to Buyer,
redact all information and data therefrom that relate to businesses of Seller or any of its Affiliates other than the Business;
(xiv) Register and Store Safe Cash;
(xv) all rights of Seller or any Company under any refunds, deposits (other than customer deposits), claims, causes of action, rights
of set off and rights of recoupment, in each case to the extent solely related to the Business (except to the extent that any claims, causes
of action or rights of set off are specifically related to any Excluded Liability);
(xvi) the Company Software (including intellectual property rights related thereto) and all databases and compilations, including
any and all data and collections of data, whether machine readable or otherwise listed on Exhibit J, and all telephone numbers, domain
names and URL addresses, in each case solely related to the Business or the Assets, including those listed on Exhibit J;
(xvii) the Account Information to the extent that a transfer of such information does not violate any contractual obligation, violate
any Requirement of Law or cause Seller or any of the Companies to become a consumer reporting agency as defined in the Federal
Fair Credit Reporting Act; provided, however, that no Account Information shall be conveyed to Buyer or any of its Affiliates pursuant
hereto in the event that Buyer has not fully complied with Section 7.9 at or prior to Closing;
(xviii) all prepaid expenses (including prepaid advertising expenses) and goodwill, in each case, to the extent solely related to the
Business; and
(xix) all other assets (other than Excluded Assets) of the nature of the assets reflected on the Year-End Seller Balance Sheet that
are exclusively used in the Business.
(b) Excluded Assets. Seller and its Affiliates are not selling, and Buyer is not purchasing, any property or assets not described in Section
2.1(a) (the Excluded Assets). Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, the following property and assets of Seller and its Affiliates
constitute Excluded Assets, notwithstanding anything to the contrary provided in Section 2.1(a):
(i) cash (except as provided in Section 2.1(a)(xiv)), and receivables from third-party credit card or debit card sales transactions on
or before the Cut-Off Date (regardless of when posted); proceeds from checks and bank drafts accepted on or before
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the Cut-Off Date (regardless of when cleared); payments (including by check or bank draft, regardless of when cleared) on Accounts
and Account Receivables (as each such term is defined the Program Agreement) received by Seller or any of the Companies on or
before the Cut-Off Date; amounts in bank accounts and certificates of deposit, together with all other cash equivalents, securities
(whether or not marketable) and investments;
(ii) all Employment Agreements other than those listed in Schedule 8.3(b);
(iii) all unpaid accounts, notes and other miscellaneous receivables in favor of Seller or any of the Companies with respect to the
Business, together with all collateral security therefor;
(iv) all rights of Seller or any Company under any letters of credit, guaranties, performance or surety bonds or cash collateral
posted by Seller or any of the Companies and to any refunds (or credits) of Taxes to which Seller is entitled under Section 8.2 or
otherwise with respect to Excluded Assets;
(v) Sellers or any Companys rights under the contracts, guarantees, licenses, personal property leases, commitments and other
agreements, warranties and purchase orders listed on Exhibit K; Sellers or any Companys rights under the contracts, guarantees,
licenses, personal property leases, commitments and other agreements, warranties and purchase orders that relate both to the Business
and any other business of Seller, any Company or any Affiliate of Seller or any Company; and, except for Real Estate Agreements and
the Leasehold Interests, each other contract, guarantee, license, personal property lease, commitment and other agreement, warranty or
purchase order that is not assignable without the consent, approval or waiver of a third party and with respect to which one or more
necessary third-party consents, approvals or waivers shall not have been received;
(vi) Sellers or any Companys rights under any policies of insurance purchased by Seller or any of the Companies, or any
benefits, proceeds or premium refunds payable or paid thereunder or with respect thereto (except as provided in Section 8.4);
(vii) the corporate charter, qualifications to conduct business as a foreign corporation, arrangements with registered agents relating
to foreign qualifications, taxpayer and other identification numbers, Tax Returns and other Tax records, seals, minute books, stock
transfer books and similar documents of Seller or any Company;
(viii) the rights of Seller or any Company under this Agreement or any other agreement between Seller or any Company and Buyer
entered into on or after the date of this Agreement in accordance with the terms hereof;
(ix) all websites, website content and web images and all computer software related thereto (including intellectual property rights
related thereto), except computer software listed on Exhibit J, and all books and records related thereto;
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(x) the Governmental Permits that are not transferable without the consent of a Governmental Body and with respect to which the
required consent is not obtained;
(xi) the real estate listed on Exhibit L;
(xii) any trademark or service mark that uses in whole or in part any of the items set forth on Exhibit H or any derivative or
diminutive form of expansion thereof, whether or not stylized, and any trade dress that is used by Seller, any Company or any Affiliate
of Seller or any Company in any business other than the Business;
(xiii) all assets related to any accounting, computer hardware (not located on the Real Estate), legal, human resource, payroll,
treasury, insurance, transportation, tax or other general and administrative services supplied by Seller or any Company unless such
services are supplied on the Real Estate and relate solely to the Business;
(xiv) the personal property and other assets listed on Exhibit M;
(xv) all information regarding customers of the Business that is not Account Information and that is not required to be provided to
Buyer pursuant to Section 2.1(a)(xii);
(xvi) all intercompany accounts among Seller and its Affiliates relating to the Business, which accounts are subject to Section 7.6;
(xvii) all equity interests of any subsidiaries of Seller;
(xviii) all assets relating primarily to the operation of Club Libby Lu stores or departments; and
(xix) the Excluded Account Information.
Section 2.2 Unassignable Contracts. (a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary stated in this Agreement, if (i) any Contract, Warranty
or Purchase Order is not capable of being sold, assigned, transferred or conveyed in the absence of the approval, consent or waiver of any
other Person without conflicting with, violating, constituting a default under or breaching such Contract, Warranty or Purchase Order, and (ii)
all necessary approvals, consents and waivers of all parties to such Contract, Warranty or Purchase Order have not been obtained at or prior to
the Closing, then Buyer shall assume the obligations and liabilities of Seller and the Companies under such Contract, Warranty or Purchase
Order (each, an Unassigned Contract) (but not such Unassigned Contract itself), and the claims, rights and benefits of Seller or any of the
Companies arising under such Unassigned Contract or resulting therefrom after the Cut-Off Date (but not such Unassigned Contract itself)
shall (to the maximum extent permitted by Requirements of Law or any applicable agreement) be included in the Assets transferred to Buyer
hereunder (and any such payments or other benefits received by Seller or any of the Companies therefrom after the Cut-Off Date shall
immediately be transferred by Seller or any such Company to Buyer), and at the request of Buyer, Seller and the Companies shall, following
the Closing, use all commercially reasonable efforts to obtain, and to assist Buyer in attempting
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to obtain, the necessary approvals, consents and waivers (provided that Seller and its Affiliates shall not be required to make any payments or
offer or grant any accommodation (financial or otherwise) to any third party to obtain any approval, consent or waiver except to the extent
Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for any such payment made by Seller at the request of Buyer), and shall promptly execute all documents
necessary to complete the transfer of such Unassigned Contract to Buyer if such approvals, consents and waivers are obtained.
(b) Following the Effective Time, (i) Seller and the Companies shall use commercially reasonable efforts, at the request of Buyer and at
the expense and for the account of Buyer, to take actions that are necessary to allow Buyer to exercise any right of Seller or any of the
Companies arising from any Unassigned Contract (including the right to elect to terminate such Unassigned Contract in accordance with the
terms thereof) and (ii) neither Seller nor any of the Companies shall take any action under any Unassigned Contract that would reasonably be
expected to limit, restrict or terminate in any material respect the benefits to Buyer of such Unassigned Contract unless, in good faith and after
consultation with and prior written notice to Buyer, Seller or any of the Companies is (A) ordered orally or in writing to do so by a
Governmental Body of competent jurisdiction or (B) otherwise required to do so by Requirements of Law; provided, however, that if any such
order is appealable, Seller or the Companies shall, at Buyers cost and expense, take such actions as are reasonably requested by Buyer to file
and pursue such appeal and to obtain a stay of such order; provided further that Seller and its Affiliates shall not be required to make any
payments or offer or grant any accommodation (financial or otherwise) to any third party with respect to clause (i) or (ii) of this Section 2.2(b)
except to the extent Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for any such payment made by Seller at the request of Buyer.
Section 2.3 Assumption of Liabilities.
(a) Generally. On the terms and subject to the conditions of this Agreement, at the Closing, Buyer shall assume, and hereby agrees to
pay, perform and observe fully and timely, effective as of the Effective Time, all liabilities and obligations, known or unknown, asserted or
unasserted, absolute or contingent, of Seller and the Companies to the extent solely relating to or solely arising out of the Business or the
Assets, whether arising before, on or after the Cut-Off Date other than liabilities or obligations constituting Excluded Liabilities (collectively,
the liabilities and obligations so assumed being referred to as the Assumed Liabilities). To the extent that Seller or any of its Affiliates pays
any Assumed Liability following the Cut-Off Date in the ordinary course of business, Buyer shall reimburse Seller for any amount so paid
immediately upon demand; provided that if any such payment is not made in the ordinary course, Buyer shall reimburse Seller for such
amount when such payment would have been made if such payment had been made in the ordinary course. To the extent that Buyer pays any
Excluded Liability from and after the Cut-Off Date in the ordinary course of business, Seller shall reimburse Buyer for any amount so paid
immediately upon demand; provided that if any such payment is not made in the ordinary course, Seller shall reimburse Buyer for such
amount when such payment would have been made if such payment had been made in the ordinary course. Without limiting the generality of
the foregoing, the following liabilities constitute Assumed Liabilities:
(i) all liabilities and obligations of Seller or any of the Companies under or in respect of the Real Estate, Real Estate Agreements,
Leasehold Interests, Equipment, Inventory, Contracts, Warranties and Purchase Orders;
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(ii) all accrued expenses of Seller or any of the Companies to the extent solely related to the Business;
(iii) [intentionally omitted];
(iv) all liabilities and obligations with respect to Transferred Employees, Business Plans or other employee benefit policies and
practices of Seller listed in Schedule 5.15(e), in each case, to the extent that such liabilities and obligations are assumed by Buyer
pursuant to Section 8.3;
(v) all payment obligations relating to compensation and commissions that have been earned but have not been paid as of the
Effective Time to Transferred Employees;
(vi) all liabilities and obligations arising from litigation, arbitration, administrative or other proceedings, pending or threatened
against Seller or any Company to the extent solely related to the Business or the Assets (other than workers compensation liabilities and
obligations, which shall be governed by Section 8.3(k), liabilities and obligations described in Section 2.3(b)(v) or 2.3(b)(x) and any
matters listed on Schedule 2.3(b)(xi)), and all performance obligations under any product recall or any non-financial settlement
obligation to the extent solely related to the Business;
(vii) all liabilities and obligations arising from all gift certificate, gift card, merchandise voucher, coupon, refund or other loyalty,
frequent shopper or similar program (collectively, the Seller Gift Programs) reward redemptions submitted by customers of the
Business for gift certificates, gift cards, merchandise vouchers, coupons, refunds or other loyalty, frequent shopper or similar program
rewards purchased, issued or earned in connection with the Business on or prior to the Cut-Off Date;
(viii) all liabilities and obligations arising from all return policies for merchandise purchased in connection with the Business (the
Seller Return Policies) to the extent assumed by Buyer pursuant to Section 8.7;
(ix) any claims (including product-liability and infringement claims) relating to goods sold or services provided by the Business
before, on or after the Cut-Off Date (other than claims described in Section 2.3(b)(x) and 2.3(b)(xi));
(x) any claims (other than claims under Business Plans, which shall be governed by Section 8.3, and workers compensation
claims, which shall be governed by Section 8.3(k)) asserted by Business Employees or by dependents of such Business Employees, for
acts or omissions occurring on or before the Cut-Off Date;
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(xi) all liabilities and obligations relating to the ownership or condition of the tangible Assets (including environmental conditions)
before, on or after the Cut-Off Date;
(xii) all liabilities and obligations of Seller or its Affiliates (including the Companies) to pay or perform any obligation or liability
(A) pursuant to any guaranty or obligation or lien, security interest or other encumbrance on, or in respect of, any collateral of Seller or
any Company (other than the Assets) to ensure performance given or made by Seller or any such Company to the extent solely related to
the Business (including pursuant to a letter of credit or surety bond), or (B) that otherwise arises as a matter of law or contract to the
extent solely related to the Business, but in no event shall the provisions of this subsection include any obligation to repay any borrowed
money; and
(xiii) all liabilities and obligations with respect to Taxes for which Buyer is liable under Section 8.2.
(b) Excluded Liabilities. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary provided in Section 2.3(a), Assumed Liabilities shall not include, and
in no event will Buyer assume, agree to pay, discharge or satisfy any liability or obligation under this Agreement or otherwise, or have any
responsibility for, the following liabilities and obligations of Seller or the Companies (the Excluded Liabilities):
(i) any liability or obligation for money borrowed (it being understood that the liabilities and obligations under any capital lease set
forth in Schedule 5.13 is an Assumed Liability);
(ii) any liability or obligation with respect to Taxes for which Seller is liable under Section 8.2;
(iii) any liability or obligation for costs and expenses (other than Transfer Taxes and as set forth in Section 8.6 or as otherwise
expressly set forth in this Agreement) in connection with the negotiation and execution of this Agreement or the consummation of the
transactions contemplated hereby;
(iv) any liability or obligation of Seller under this Agreement or under any other agreement between Seller or any of its Affiliates,
on the one hand, and Buyer or any of its Affiliates, on the other hand, entered into on or after the date of this Agreement in accordance
with the terms hereof;
(v) any liability or obligation relating to any Business Plan, Employment Agreement or other employee benefit policies and
practices of Seller listed in Schedule 5.15(e), in each case, to the extent such liabilities and obligations are not expressly assumed by
Buyer pursuant to Section 8.3;
(vi) all payment obligations relating to bonuses of employees of the Business that have been earned but have not been paid as of
the Effective Time;
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(vii) all intercompany accounts among Sellers and its Affiliates relating to the Business, which accounts are subject to Section 7.6;
(viii) any liability or obligation to the extent related to the Excluded Assets (except as provided in Section 2.2 or 2.4) or any other
assets not transferred to and not purchased by Buyer relating to the Business (other than such liabilities and obligations assumed by
Buyer pursuant to Section 2.3(a)(iii)), provided that this clause shall not affect any obligation of Buyer under the Transition Services
Agreement, Club Libby Lu Licensed Departments Agreement or Private Brands Agreement;
(ix) any liability or obligation relating to, resulting from or arising out of any former operations or properties of Seller or any of the
Companies that have been discontinued or disposed of prior to the Cut-Off Date;
(x) any liability or obligation with respect to any claim arising out of an occurrence on or prior to the Cut-Off Date for which Seller
or any of the Companies is insured under the commercial general liability policy covering the Business or the Assets (without regard to
any deductible or self-insured amount), as in effect as of the date of this Agreement (whether or not Seller actually recovers any
insurance proceeds with respect to such claim);
(xi) any liability or obligation relating to the matters set forth on Schedule 2.3(b)(xi) (subject to any limitations set forth in such
schedule), including Sellers costs associated with defending and managing such matters (including attorneys fees and costs of
investigation); and
(xii) all unpaid accounts payable of Seller or any of the Companies, subject to Section 2.5.
Seller shall, or shall cause the Companies to, pay, perform and fully observe all Excluded Liabilities.
Section 2.4 Leased Department Agreements and Equipment Lease Agreements. (a) Exhibit R sets forth each leased department
agreement relating both to the Business and to other businesses of Seller and its Affiliates. The parties agree to use commercially reasonable
efforts to enter into new leased department agreements with the parties identified in Exhibit R that relate exclusively to each partys own
stores. If such new leased department agreements are not in effect as of the Effective Time, the parties agree that, to the maximum extent
permitted by Requirements of Law or any applicable leased department agreement, each party shall be solely responsible for all obligations
and liabilities, and shall receive all claims, benefits and rights, under each such leased department agreement to the extent related to stores
operated by such party. Each party agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to effect the foregoing.
(b) Exhibit S sets forth equipment lease agreements relating both to the Business and to other businesses of Seller and its Affiliates. The
parties agree to use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain the necessary approvals, consents and waivers to
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assign to Buyer that portion of the equipment lease agreements (and any applicable schedules thereto) that relate exclusively to the stores
included in the Assets; provided, however, that Seller and its Affiliates shall not be required to make any payments or offer or grant any
accommodation (financial or otherwise) to any third party to obtain any approval, consent or waiver except to the extent Buyer agrees to
reimburse Seller for any such payment made by Seller at the request of Buyer. If, prior to the Closing, all necessary approvals, consents and
waivers are not obtained with respect to any equipment lease agreement, then (to the maximum extent permitted by Requirements of Law or
any applicable equipment lease agreement) to the extent related to the stores included in the Assets, Buyer shall assume the obligations and
liabilities of Seller and the Companies under such equipment lease agreement after the Cut-Off Date (but not such equipment lease agreement
itself), and Buyer shall receive the claims, rights and benefits of Seller or any of the Companies arising under such equipment lease agreement
or resulting therefrom after the Cut-Off Date (but not such equipment lease agreement itself).
Section 2.5 Accounts Payable. Promptly following the Closing, Seller shall deliver to Buyer a schedule (the Cut-Off Date AP
Schedule) that sets forth Sellers good faith estimate of the allocated accounts payable of the Business as of the close of business on the CutOff Date, calculated using the same methods used to prepare such line items in the Reference Working Capital Statement. Buyer shall pay
Seller the amounts set forth in the Cut-Off Date AP Schedule in accordance with Exhibit 2.5. The Cut-Off Date Working Capital Statement
and Final Working Capital shall include and reflect the allocated accounts payable of the Business set forth in the Cut-Off Date AP Schedule.
ARTICLE III
PURCHASE PRICE
Section 3.1 Purchase Price. The purchase price for the Assets shall be equal to $622,000,000 (six hundred twenty-two million dollars)
(the Purchase Price), subject to adjustment in accordance with Section 3.2. The Purchase Price shall be paid by Buyer pursuant to Section
4.2. To compensate Seller for the Closing occurring after the Cut-Off Date, Buyer shall pay Seller at Closing an additional amount (the
Closing Date Interest) equal to interest on the Purchase Price, calculated on the basis of the number of days (excluding the Closing Date) by
which the Closing follows the Cut-Off Date at an annual rate equal to the three-month LIBOR rate in effect as of the Closing Date.
Section 3.2 Adjustment of Purchase Price.
(a) Within 45 days after the Closing Date, Seller shall prepare and deliver to Buyer a statement (the Cut-Off Date Working Capital
Statement) setting forth Working Capital as of the close of business on the Cut-Off Date (the determination of Working Capital, as it may be
adjusted under this Section 3.2 in the event of a Notice of Disagreement, is referred to as Final Working Capital). Buyer shall reasonably
assist Seller and its representatives in the preparation of the Cut-Off Date Working Capital Statement and shall provide Seller and its
representatives reasonable access at all reasonable times to the personnel, properties, books and records of Buyer and its Affiliates for such
purpose.
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(b) The Cut-Off Date Working Capital Statement shall become final and binding upon the parties on the 30th day following receipt
thereof by Buyer unless Buyer gives written notice of its disagreement (Notice of Disagreement) to Seller before such date. A Notice of
Disagreement pursuant to this Section 3.2(b) may be submitted only if, assuming all of Buyers assertions therein were sustained, an
adjustment to the Purchase Price would be required under Section 3.2(f), and the Notice of Disagreement must set forth Buyers
determination of Final Working Capital and specify in reasonable detail the nature of any disagreement with Sellers determination. The only
disagreements that may be set forth in the Notice of Disagreement pursuant to this Section 3.2(b) are those that relate to (x) any claimed
inconsistencies between the principles used in the preparation of the Cut-Off Date Working Capital Statement and the principles used in the
preparation of the Reference Working Capital Statement, (y) disputes regarding the results of the inventory tabulation performed, or the
Inventory Schedule prepared, pursuant to Section 3.2(h) or (z) errors in mathematical computation. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary
in this Section 3.2, no disagreement set forth in the Notice of Disagreement may relate to the principles used in the preparation of the Cut-Off
Date Working Capital Statement, so long as those principles are consistently applied with the Reference Working Capital Statement. If a valid
Notice of Disagreement is received by Seller in a timely manner, then the Cut-Off Date Working Capital Statement and the Final Working
Capital (as finally determined in accordance with clause (i) or (ii) below) shall become final and binding upon the parties on the earlier of (i)
the date the parties resolve in writing any differences they have with respect to all matters specified in the Notice of Disagreement and (ii) the
date any disputed matters are finally resolved in writing by the Arbitrator.
(c) During the 30-day period following the delivery of a Notice of Disagreement, Seller and Buyer shall seek in good faith to resolve in
writing any differences that they may have with respect to any matter specified in the Notice of Disagreement. If, at the end of such 30-day
period, Seller and Buyer have not reached agreement on all such matters, then the matters that remain in dispute shall be promptly submitted
to an arbitrator (the Arbitrator) for review and resolution. The Arbitrator shall be a nationally recognized independent public accounting
firm as shall be agreed upon by the parties in writing, provided that the Arbitrator will not be an accounting firm used by either Seller or Buyer
for audit or valuation purposes. The procedures for the arbitration shall be determined by the Arbitrator. The Arbitrator shall render a decision
resolving the matters in dispute within 30 days following completion of the submissions to the Arbitrator. Any item not specifically referred to
in the Notice of Disagreement shall be deemed final and binding on Buyer and Seller in the manner set forth in the Cut-Off Date Working
Capital Statement. The Arbitrator shall determine Final Working Capital based solely on presentations made by Seller and Buyer (and not by
independent review).
(d) The Non-Prevailing Party in any arbitration before the Arbitrator shall pay its own expenses incurred with respect to the arbitration
and shall pay a percentage of (i) the fees and expenses of the Arbitrator plus (ii) the reasonable out-of-pocket expenses (including reasonable
attorneys fees) of the other party incurred with respect to the arbitration, which percentage shall be calculated by dividing (A) an amount
equal to the difference between the Non-Prevailing Partys determination of Final Working Capital, as submitted to the Arbitrator, and the
Arbitrators determination of Final Working Capital by (B) an amount equal to the difference between the parties respective determinations
of Final Working Capital, as submitted
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to the Arbitrator. The other party shall pay the remainder of the fees and expenses of the Arbitrator and its own expenses not required to be
paid by the Non-Prevailing Party hereunder. A party is the Non-Prevailing Party if the Arbitrators determination of Final Working Capital
is closer to the other partys determination of Final Working Capital, as submitted to the Arbitrator, than it is to that partys determination of
Final Working Capital, as submitted to the Arbitrator. In resolving any matter specified in the Notice of Disagreement, the Arbitrator shall not
assign a value to any item greater than the greatest value for such item claimed by either party or less than the smallest value for such item
claimed by either party.
(e) For purposes of this Agreement, Reference Working Capital means $125,274,416, and Adjustment Amount means $8,800,000.
(f) If Final Working Capital exceeds the Reference Working Capital, the Purchase Price shall be increased by the sum of (i) the amount
by which Final Working Capital exceeds the Reference Working Capital and (ii) the Adjustment Amount. If the Reference Working Capital
exceeds Final Working Capital by less than the Adjustment Amount, the Purchase Price shall be increased by the difference between (A) the
Adjustment Amount and (B) the amount by which the Reference Working Capital exceeds Final Working Capital. If the Reference Working
Capital exceeds Final Working Capital by more than the Adjustment Amount, the Purchase Price shall be reduced by the difference between
(x) the amount by which the Reference Working Capital exceeds Final Working Capital and (y) the Adjustment Amount. The Purchase Price,
as increased or decreased by the adjustment provided for in this Section 3.2(f), is referred to as the Adjusted Purchase Price. If the Purchase
Price is less than the Adjusted Purchase Price, Buyer shall, and if the Purchase Price is more than the Adjusted Purchase Price, Seller shall,
within five business days after the Cut-Off Date Working Capital Statement becomes final and binding on the parties, make payment to the
other party of the amount of such difference, together with interest thereon at an annual rate equal to the three-month LIBOR rate in effect as
of the Closing Date, calculated on the basis of the number of days elapsed from the Cut-Off Date through but excluding the payment date.
(g) The term Working Capital means (i) the sum of Inventory (as determined pursuant to Section 3.2(h)) (less any markdown reserve)
and prepaid assets of the Business, less (ii) allocated accounts payable set forth in the Cut-Off Date AP Schedule and actual accrued expenses
of the Business, calculated on the same basis as reflected in the relevant line items on the Reference Working Capital Statement. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, the computation of Working Capital will be done in a manner consistent with methods used in the
preparation of the Reference Working Capital Statement, and the governing principle will be that the adjustment contemplated by this Section
3.2 can be appropriately measured only when the Reference Working Capital and the Final Working Capital are computed on the same basis,
using the same principles and methodologies. Working Capital shall not include any Excluded Assets or Excluded Liabilities (including any
liability or obligation with respect to Taxes).
(h) As soon as reasonably practicable after the date hereof, Seller will engage Regis or such other third party service provider that shall
be mutually agreed upon by Buyer and Seller (the Inventory Firm) to perform a scanned physical inventory between June 23 and June 29,
2005, or on such other dates as may be mutually agreed upon by Buyer and Seller, to
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determine the quantity of Inventory located on the Real Estate. Such inventory shall be taken in accordance with Sellers typical inventory
procedures. The cost of taking the inventory shall be shared equally between Buyer and Seller, and such cost shall include only the fees and
expenses incurred by the Inventory Firm in connection with the taking of the inventory and the cost of supplies utilized in the inventory. At its
sole expense, each party may have a reasonable number of representatives present to observe the taking of such inventory and may verify the
inventory tabulation as conducted. Immediately upon completion of the inventory tabulation, Seller shall furnish Buyer with a copy of the
physical inventory data. Promptly following the completion of the inventory tabulation, Seller shall prepare a schedule (the Inventory
Schedule) that contains a roll forward of the physical inventory data to the Cut-Off Date, using Sellers standard procedures for rolling
forward physical inventory data, and promptly following the completion of the Inventory Schedule, Seller shall deliver to Buyer a copy of the
Inventory Schedule. In the event that there is any dispute regarding the Inventory Schedule prepared pursuant to this Section 3.2(h), such
dispute shall be resolved in connection with the determination of Final Working Capital, as set forth in Sections 3.2(b) - 3.2(d).
Section 3.3 Allocation of Purchase Price; Transfer Tax Valuation. (a) Within 60 days following the Closing Date, Seller and Buyer shall
negotiate and draft a schedule (the Allocation Schedule) allocating the Purchase Price (increased to take into account the Assumed
Liabilities) among the Assets. The Allocation Schedule shall be reasonable and shall be prepared in accordance with Section 1060 of the Code
and the regulations thereunder. Seller and Buyer each agrees that promptly upon receiving such Allocation Schedule it shall return an executed
copy thereof to the other party. Seller and Buyer each agrees to file Internal Revenue Service Form 8594, and all federal, state, local and
foreign Tax Returns, in accordance with the Allocation Schedule. Seller and Buyer each agrees to provide the other promptly with any other
information required to complete Form 8594.
(b) Prior to the Closing Date, Seller and Buyer shall jointly agree on the valuation of the Real Estate, Real Estate Agreements and other
Assets to the extent that valuations are needed for purposes of determining the amount of Transfer Taxes. If a party disagrees with respect to a
proposed valuation, the parties shall negotiate in good faith to resolve the issue. If they cannot resolve the issue prior to the Closing Date, it
shall be resolved by an accounting or appraisal firm chosen by and mutually acceptable to both parties after Closing. If payment of a Transfer
Tax is due prior to any such resolution, payment shall be made in accordance with Section 8.2(a)(iv) based on Buyers reasonable valuation
and, upon resolution, the party responsible for filing the Tax Return with respect to such Tax shall make such corrective filings with the
appropriate Governmental Body and Buyer and Seller each shall pay 50% of any additional, and each shall be entitled to 50% of any refund of
any, Transfer Tax resulting from such corrective filings.
Section 3.4 Certain Assets. (a) Prior to the Closing, the parties shall use commercially reasonable efforts to obtain the necessary landlord
consent to assign to Buyer the Lease Agreement listed in Exhibit T; provided, however, that (i) Seller and its Affiliates shall not be required to
make any payments or offer or grant any accommodation (financial or otherwise) to any third party to obtain such landlord consent except to
the extent Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for any such payment made by Seller or any of its Affiliates at the request of Buyer, (ii) neither
Seller nor any of its Affiliates shall be required to make any proposal or request to assign
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such Lease Agreement and (iii) no proposal or request to assign such Lease Agreement shall be made without the prior written consent of
Seller. If, prior to the Closing, the necessary landlord consent with respect to such Lease Agreement has not been obtained, then (x) all assets
of Seller or any of the Companies solely related to the store leased by Seller or any of the Companies pursuant to such Lease Agreement shall
constitute Excluded Assets, (y) all assets and liabilities solely related to such store shall be excluded from the calculations of Reference
Working Capital and Final Working Capital and (z) the Adjusted Purchase Price shall be reduced in the amount set forth on Exhibit T.
(b) In the event that the necessary landlord consent with respect to the Lease Agreement listed on Exhibit T has not been obtained prior
to the Closing but Seller obtains such landlord consent within 90 days following the Closing Date, Seller shall notify Buyer in writing. As
promptly as practicable following the delivery of such notice, Buyer shall pay to Seller by wire transfer of immediately available funds an
amount equal to the agreed value of the store with respect to which such notice relates, and Seller will, or will cause the Companies to, convey
to Buyer such store and all assets of Seller or any of the Companies solely related to such store.
Section 3.5 Certain Rights of First Refusal. If Buyer shall not have secured to its satisfaction the unconditional release and waiver of the
rights of first refusal on the sale of the stores listed in Exhibit U from the respective holders of such rights on or before Closing, then, at
Buyers request, Seller, the Companies and Buyer shall promptly cooperate to comply with the applicable provisions of the applicable right of
first refusal (including entering into separate purchase and sale agreements for the Real Estate for each such store that is the subject of such
right of first refusal and excluding such Real Estate (but only to the extent the same is subject to the right of first refusal in question and
without effect on the other Assets) from the terms of this Agreement), including providing the holder of such right or option with such other
sufficient information and documentation to exercise such right. The separate purchase price for the stores listed in Exhibit U for such
purposes shall be as set forth in Exhibit U. The Purchase Price under this Agreement shall not be reduced by such amounts and shall be
payable in full as otherwise provided in this Agreement whether or not any such holder exercises any such right or the closing on or
conveyance of any of such stores occurs. However, if the Closing under this Agreement occurs, Buyer shall be entitled to receive all proceeds
payable under each such separate agreement, whether the closing thereunder occurs prior to, concurrent with or subsequent to the Closing
under this Agreement, whether payable by the holder of such right or by Buyer if such holder does not exercise such right, provided that the
proceeds shall not be payable prior to Closing. If any such right is not exercised, then the store that was the subject of such right shall be
conveyed to Buyer pursuant to this Agreement or the applicable separate agreement, as the case may be.
ARTICLE IV
CLOSING
Section 4.1 Closing Date. The Closing shall be held at the offices of Sidley Austin Brown & Wood LLP, 10 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago, Illinois 60603, at 10:00 a.m. Chicago time on July 5, 2005 (or, if the conditions set forth in Articles IX and X have not been satisfied
or waived, other than those conditions that are intended to be satisfied at the Closing, by the appropriate party by such date, subject to the
provisions of Article XII, at 10:00 a.m. Chicago
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time on the first Monday that is a business day to occur following the date on which all of the conditions to Closing set forth in Articles IX
and X shall have been so satisfied or waived, other than those conditions that are intended to be satisfied at the Closing), or at such other
place, time and day as shall be agreed upon by Buyer and Seller. The date on which the Closing is actually held is referred to herein as the
Closing Date, although the transfer of Assets and the assumption of the Assumed Liabilities shall be effective as of 11:59 p.m. Chicago time
(the Effective Time) on the Saturday immediately preceding the Closing Date (the Cut-Off Date).
Section 4.2 Payment on the Closing Date. Subject to fulfillment or waiver (where permissible) of the conditions set forth in Articles IX
and X, at the Closing Buyer shall pay Seller an amount equal to the Purchase Price by wire transfer of immediately available funds to the bank
account or accounts specified by Seller at least three business days prior to Closing.
Section 4.3 Buyers Additional Closing Date Deliveries. Subject to fulfillment or waiver (where permissible) of the conditions set forth
in Articles IX and X, at the Closing Buyer shall deliver to Seller all of the following:
(a) certificate of the secretary or an assistant secretary of Buyer, dated the Closing Date, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
Seller, as to (i) no amendments to the certificate of incorporation of Buyer since a specified date; (ii) the bylaws of Buyer; (iii) the resolutions
of the Board of Directors of Buyer authorizing the execution and performance of this Agreement, the Buyer Ancillary Agreements and the
transactions contemplated hereby and thereby; and (iv) incumbency and signatures of the officers of Buyer executing this Agreement or any
Buyer Ancillary Agreement;
(b) the certificate contemplated by Section 9.5, duly executed by a duly authorized officer of Buyer;
(c) the Club Libby Lu Licensed Departments Agreement, the Private Brands Agreement and the Transition Services Agreement, in each
case duly executed on behalf of Buyer;
(d) the Bill of Sale, Assignment and Assumption Agreement and the Assignment and Assumption Agreement (Real Estate) (which shall
be modified to conform to the particular requirements of the jurisdictions in which the Real Estate is located), in each case duly executed on
behalf of Buyer; and
(e) any real estate transfer Tax declarations required to be executed or filed in connection with the transfer of the Real Estate.
Section 4.4 Sellers Closing Date Deliveries. Subject to fulfillment or waiver (where permissible) of the conditions set forth in Articles
IX and X, at the Closing Seller shall deliver to Buyer all of the following:
(a) certificate of the secretary or an assistant secretary of Seller, dated the Closing Date, in form and substance reasonably satisfactory to
Buyer, as to (i) no amendments to
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the amended and restated charter of Seller since a specified date; (ii) the amended and restated bylaws of Seller; (iii) the resolutions of the
Board of Directors of Seller authorizing the execution and performance of this Agreement, the Seller Ancillary Agreements and the
transactions contemplated hereby and thereby; and (iv) incumbency and signatures of the officers of Seller executing this Agreement or any
Seller Ancillary Agreement;
(b) certificates of the secretary or an assistant secretary of each Company, dated the Closing Date, in form and substance reasonably
satisfactory to Buyer, as to (i) no amendments to the amended and restated charter of such Company since a specified date; (ii) the amended
and restated bylaws of such Company; (iii) the resolutions of the Board of Directors of such Company authorizing the execution and
performance of the Company Ancillary Agreements to which such Company is a party and the transactions contemplated thereby; and (iv)
incumbency and signatures of the officers of such Company executing any Company Ancillary Agreement to which such Company is a party;
(c) the certificate contemplated by Section 10.5, duly executed by a duly authorized officer of Seller;
(d) the Club Libby Lu Licensed Departments Agreement, the Private Brands Agreement and the Transition Services Agreement, in each
case duly executed on behalf of Seller;
(e) the Bill of Sale, Assignment and Assumption Agreement, Grant Deeds (with respect to the Owned Real Estate and which shall be
modified to conform to the particular requirements of the jurisdictions in which the Owned Real Estate is located) and the Assignment and
Assumption Agreement (Real Estate) (which shall be modified to conform to the particular requirements of the jurisdictions in which the Real
Estate is located), in each case duly executed on behalf of Seller or one or more of the Companies;
(f) any other assignments and endorsements, without recourse or representation (other than as set forth herein), that may be reasonably
necessary to transfer the Assets to Buyer in proper form and suitable for filing with the appropriate Governmental Body;
(g) any real estate transfer Tax declarations required to be executed or filed in connection with the transfer of the Real Estate; and
(h) an affidavit, substantially in the form of Exhibit V made under penalties of perjury and duly executed by Seller and each of the
Companies that provides Sellers and each Companys United States taxpayer identification number and states that Seller is not a foreign
person for purposes of Section 1445 of the Code.
ARTICLE V
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF SELLER
As an inducement to Buyer to enter into this Agreement and to consummate the transactions contemplated hereby, Seller represents and
warrants to Buyer as follows (it being
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understood that, except with respect to Section 5.23, Seller makes no representation or warranty with respect to any Excluded Assets):
Section 5.1 Organization of Seller; Power and Authority of Seller; Ownership of the Companies. Seller is a corporation duly organized,
validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the State of Tennessee. All of the issued and outstanding equity interests of each
Company are held of record and beneficially owned directly or indirectly by Seller. Seller is duly qualified to transact business and is in good
standing in each jurisdiction where the character of its properties owned or held under lease or the nature of its activities, in each case in
respect of the Business, makes such qualifications necessary, except where the failure to be so qualified or in good standing would not,
individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. Seller has the corporate power and authority to
own or lease and operate its assets with respect to the Business and to carry on the Business in the manner that it was conducted immediately
prior to the date of this Agreement.
Section 5.2 Organization of the Companies; Power and Authority of the Companies. Each of the Companies is a corporation or other
entity duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the jurisdiction of its incorporation or formation. Each of the
Companies is duly qualified to transact business and is in good standing in each jurisdiction where the character of its properties owned or
held under lease or the nature of its activities, in each case in respect of the Business, makes such qualifications necessary, except where the
failure to be so qualified or in good standing would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect. Each of the Companies has the corporate or other organizational power and authority to own or lease and operate its assets and to carry
on the Business in the manner that it was conducted immediately prior to the date of this Agreement.
Section 5.3 Authority of Seller; Conflicts. (a) Seller has all requisite corporate power to enter into this Agreement and to consummate
the transactions contemplated hereby. The execution and delivery of this Agreement by Seller and the consummation by Seller of the
transactions contemplated hereby have been duly authorized by all necessary corporate action on the part of Seller (no stockholder approval
being required), and each of the Seller Ancillary Agreements has been duly authorized by Seller. This Agreement has been duly executed and
delivered by Seller and (assuming the valid authorization, execution and delivery of this Agreement by Buyer and the validity and binding
effect of this Agreement on Buyer) constitutes the valid and binding obligation of Seller enforceable against Seller in accordance with its
terms, and each of the Seller Ancillary Agreements, upon execution and delivery by Seller will be (assuming the valid authorization, execution
and delivery by Buyer, where Buyer is a party, and any other party or parties thereto) a legal, valid and binding obligation of Seller
enforceable in accordance with its terms, subject, in the case of this Agreement and each of the Seller Ancillary Agreements, to bankruptcy,
insolvency, reorganization, moratorium and similar laws of general application relating to or affecting creditors rights and to general equity
principles.
(b) Subject to Section 5.8(d) and except as set forth in Schedule 5.3, the execution and delivery of this Agreement or any of the Seller
Ancillary Agreements by Seller, the consummation of any of the transactions contemplated hereby or thereby by Seller or
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compliance with or fulfillment of the terms, conditions and provisions hereof or thereof by Seller will not:
(i) assuming the receipt of all necessary consents and approvals and the filing of all necessary documents as described in Section
5.3(b)(ii), result in a breach of the terms, conditions or provisions of, or constitute a default, an event of default or an event creating
rights of acceleration, termination or cancellation or a loss of rights under, or result in the creation or imposition of any Encumbrance
upon any of the Assets, under (1) the charter, bylaws or similar organizational documents of Seller or the Companies, (2) any Business
Agreement, (3) any Court Order to which Seller or the Companies is a party or by which Seller or any of the Companies is bound or (4)
any Requirements of Law affecting Seller or the Companies, other than, in the case of clauses (2), (3) and (4) above, any such breaches,
defaults, rights, loss of rights or Encumbrances that would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect or would not prevent the consummation of any of the transactions contemplated hereby, or
(ii) require the approval, consent, authorization or act of, or the making by Seller or the Companies of any declaration, filing or
registration with, any Governmental Body, except (1) in connection, or in compliance, with the provisions of the HSR Act, (2) the filing
with the SEC of such reports under the Exchange Act as may be required in connection with this Agreement and the transactions
contemplated hereby, (3) applicable requirements, if any, of the New York Stock Exchange, (4) such consents, approvals, filings and
notices as may be required under any Requirements of Law with respect to environmental matters pertaining to any notification,
disclosure or required approval triggered by the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, (5) such filings as may be required in
connection with the Taxes described in Section 8.2(a)(iv), and (6) such approvals, consents, authorizations, declarations, filings or
registrations the failure of which to be obtained or made would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect or would not prevent the consummation of any of the transactions contemplated hereby.
No representation or warranty is made as to whether any new governmental approvals, consents, licenses, permits, orders,
authorizations, declarations, filings or registrations will be required as a result of the sale of the Assets to Buyer in order for Buyer to continue
to conduct the Business and operate the Assets following the Cut-Off Date in the manner in which the Business was conducted and the Assets
were operated on or before the Cut-Off Date.
Section 5.4 Financial Statements. Schedule 5.4 contains the unaudited balance sheet of the Business as of January 29, 2005 (the YearEnd Seller Balance Sheet) and the unaudited statement of income of the Business for the fiscal year then ended (the Financial Statements).
Except as expressly disclosed therein, the Financial Statements fairly present, in all material respects, the assets, liabilities and financial
condition of the Business at January 29, 2005 and the results of operations of the Business for the period covered thereby, and have been
prepared in accordance with GAAP on a basis consistent with the principles historically applied by Seller except that Excluded Assets and
Excluded Liabilities are excluded from the Year-End Seller Balance Sheet. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.4, the Reference Working Capital
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Statement has been prepared on a basis consistent with the principles used in the preparation of the Year-End Seller Balance Sheet.
Section 5.5 Operations Since Financial Statements Date. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.5, since the Financial Statements Date, there
has been no Material Adverse Effect. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.5, since the Financial Statements Date through the date of this
Agreement, Seller and the Companies have conducted the Business only in the ordinary course substantially consistent with past practice.
Without limiting the generality of the preceding sentence, except as set forth in Schedule 5.5, since the Financial Statements Date through the
date of this Agreement, neither Seller nor any of the Companies has (in respect of the Business):
(a) made any material change in the Business or its operations, except such changes as may be required to comply with any applicable
Requirements of Law;
(b) purchased or otherwise acquired any assets or made any capital expenditures, in each case that are material, individually or in the
aggregate, to the Business as a whole (other than (i) purchases of inventory in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice or
(ii) capital expenditures in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice or as contemplated by the fiscal 2005 capital budget
set forth in Schedule 5.5 (the 2005 Seller Capital Budget);
(c) transferred any material assets (other than cash) to any Affiliate other than a Company or Seller;
(d) (i) granted to any Key Employee any increase in compensation or other benefits (including any retention agreements that involve
payments by Buyer to any such Key Employee after the Closing) or granted to any employee of the Business any material increase in
compensation or other benefit (including any retention agreements that involve payments by Buyer to any such employee after the Closing)
except as may be required under existing agreements set forth in Schedule 5.5 or in the ordinary course of business consistent with past
practice or (ii) designated any employee of the Business as a participant in the Severance Pay Plan pursuant to Section 2.A(ii) of the
Severance Pay Plan;
(e) acquired by merging or consolidating with, or by purchasing a substantial portion of the stock or assets of, any business or any
corporation, partnership, association or other business organization or division thereof;
(f) made any material change in the accounting methods or policies applied in the preparation of the Financial Statements, unless such
change is required by GAAP;
(g) sold or otherwise disposed of any assets that are material, either individually or in the aggregate, to the Business (other than sales of
inventory in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice);
(h) materially adversely modified, amended or terminated any Business Agreement or taken any action or failed to take any action with
respect thereto that would materially adversely affect Sellers or any Companys rights or obligations thereunder;
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(i) amended its articles of incorporation, by-laws or similar organizational documents;
(j) created, incurred or assumed, or agreed to create, incur or assume, any indebtedness for borrowed money with respect to the Business
(other than money borrowed or advances from any of its Affiliates in the ordinary course of business) or granted any Encumbrance with
respect to the Assets, in each case other than Permitted Encumbrances, Permitted Real Property Exceptions and Encumbrances imposed by the
Credit Agreement;
(k) waived or released any rights of any material value of or with respect to the Business;
(l) suffered any damage, destruction, loss or casualty with a value in excess of $500,000 to property or assets of the Business; or
(m) other than this Agreement, agreed to do any of the foregoing.
Section 5.6 Taxes. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.6 or as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect, (i) Seller and the Companies have, in respect of the Business and the Assets, filed all material Tax Returns required
to have been filed on or before the date hereof; (ii) all Taxes due and payable in respect of the Business and the Assets have been timely paid;
(iii) neither Seller nor any of the Companies has waived in writing any statute of limitations in respect of Taxes of Seller or any of the
Companies relating to the Business and the Assets which waiver is currently in effect; (iv) the Tax Returns referred to in clause (i) relating to
federal and state income Taxes have been examined by the Internal Revenue Service or the appropriate state taxing authority or the period for
assessment of the Taxes in respect of which such Tax Returns were required to be filed has expired; (v) no material issues that have been
raised in writing by the relevant taxing authority in connection with the examination of the Tax Returns referred to in clause (i) are currently
pending; and (vi) all material deficiencies asserted in writing or material assessments made in writing as a result of any examination of the Tax
Returns referred to in clause (i) by a taxing authority have been paid in full.
Section 5.7 Governmental Permits. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.7, Seller and the Companies own, hold or possess all licenses,
franchises, permits, privileges, immunities, approvals and other authorizations from a Governmental Body that are necessary to entitle them to
own or lease, operate and use their assets in respect of the Business and to carry on and conduct the Business substantially as conducted
immediately prior to the date of this Agreement (collectively, the Governmental Permits), except for such Governmental Permits as to
which the failure to so own, hold or possess would not, individually on in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse
Effect. Seller and each of the Companies has complied with all terms and conditions of the Governmental Permits, other than those instances
of noncompliance which would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
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Section 5.8 Real Property.
(a) Schedule 5.8(a) sets forth a complete and accurate list by property or project name, city and state of all Leased Real Estate and
Owned Real Estate. Each of the entities identified in Schedule 5.8(a) owns good and marketable fee simple title to such Owned Real Estate,
subject only to Permitted Real Property Exceptions.
(b) Except as set forth in Schedule 5.8(b), to the Knowledge of Seller, (i) within the immediately preceding 12 month period, there have
not been actual, threatened (in writing) or imminent changes in the zoning of any of the Real Estate or any part thereof materially and
adversely affecting the current use, occupancy or value thereof and (ii) there is no pending or threatened (in writing) condemnation,
expropriation, requisition (temporary or permanent) or similar proceeding with respect to any Real Estate or any part thereof, which would
materially detract from the value of the Real Estate or materially impair the existing use thereof.
(c) Except as set forth in Schedule 5.8(c), each tenant lease and other agreement for the use and occupancy by Seller or any of the
Companies of the Leased Real Estate (collectively, the Lease Agreements) and Real Estate Agreement pertaining to any Real Estate is in
full force and effect, other than those Lease Agreements and Real Estate Agreements the failure of which to be in full force and effect would
not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect. Neither Seller nor any of the Companies is in,
or to the Knowledge of Seller, is alleged to be in, breach or default under any Lease Agreement or Real Estate Agreement pertaining to any
Real Estate other than those breaches or defaults which would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect, and there is no event that, but for the passage of time or the giving of notice or both would constitute or result in any such
breach or default, other than those breaches or defaults which would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect. Seller has made available to Buyer true, complete and correct copies in all material respects of any and all: (i) Lease
Agreements (and all guaranties relating thereto) and (ii) Real Estate Agreements.
(d) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement or in any certificate or instrument delivered pursuant hereto, no
representation or warranty is made herein as to whether any consents, approvals, waivers, agreements or actions of, or (with or without lapse
of time) notice to, third parties (including Governmental Bodies), or fulfillment of any conditions, are needed in connection with the direct or
indirect transfer of any of the right, title or interest of Seller in the Real Estate, or the operation by Buyer of the Business or the Real Estate
after the Effective Time.
Section 5.9 Personal Property Leases. Schedule 5.9 contains as of the date of this Agreement a list of each material lease or other
agreement or right relating solely to the Business under which Seller or any of the Companies is lessee of, or holds or operates, any
machinery, equipment, vehicle or other tangible personal property owned by a third Person, except those which are terminable by Seller or
any of the Companies without penalty on 90 days or less notice or which provide for annual rental payments of less than $350,000.
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Section 5.10 Intellectual Property. (a) Schedule 5.10(a) contains a true and complete list of all Company Registered Intellectual Property
and a true and complete list of all Company Software.
(b) Except as disclosed in Schedule 5.10(b), or as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect, Seller and the Companies own the entire right, title and interest in and to the Company Intellectual Property, free and clear of
any Encumbrance (other than Permitted Encumbrances).
(c) Except as disclosed in Schedule 5.10(c) or as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect: (i) all patents and registrations for Company Registered Intellectual Property identified in Schedule 5.10(a) are in force, and
all applications to patent or register any Company Registered Intellectual Property so identified are pending and in good standing, all without
challenge of any kind; and (ii) Seller or one or more of the Companies has the right to bring actions for infringement or unauthorized use of
the Company Intellectual Property.
(d) Except as disclosed in Schedule 5.10(d), or as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect, to the Knowledge of Seller, since January 1, 2002, (i) no infringement or misappropriation by Seller or any of the Companies
of any Intellectual Property or Software of any other Person has occurred or resulted in any way from the conduct of the Business and (ii) no
written notice of a claim or any other overt threat of any infringement or misappropriation of any Intellectual Property of Software of any
other Person has been made or asserted to Seller or any of the Companies in respect of the conduct of the Business as currently conducted. To
the Knowledge of Seller, no Person has infringed or misappropriated, or is infringing or misappropriating, any Company Intellectual Property
except for such infringement or misappropriation as would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material
Adverse Effect.
(e) Except as disclosed in Schedule 5.10(e), no outstanding decree, order, judgment, agreement or stipulation or material proceedings are
pending or, to the Knowledge of Seller, threatened against Seller or any of the Companies which (i) restrict in any manner the use, transfer or
licensing of or (ii) challenge the use, enforceability, validity or ownership of the Company Registered Intellectual Property.
(f) Seller and each of the Companies has taken commercially reasonable steps to protect its Trade Secrets used in the Business and any
Trade Secret or confidential information of third parties used in the Business.
Section 5.11 Title to Property. Except for any leased equipment or tangible personal property and assets disposed of in the ordinary
course of business, Seller or one or more of the Companies has valid title to each item of equipment and other tangible personal property
included in the Assets, free and clear of all Encumbrances, except for Permitted Encumbrances.
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Section 5.12 No Violation, Litigation or Regulatory Action. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.12:
(a) to the Knowledge of Seller, Seller and each of the Companies have complied with all applicable Requirements of Law and Court
Orders in respect of the Business, other than (i) those instances of noncompliance which would not, individually or in the aggregate,
reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect and (ii) matters relating to Taxes or compliance with Environmental Laws or
Environmental Permits, all representations with respect to which are the subject of Sections 5.6 and 5.16, respectively;
(b) there are no lawsuits, claims, suits, proceedings or investigations pending (with respect to which Seller or any of the Companies has
been served or notified) or, to the Knowledge of Seller, threatened against the Business or the Assets, including lawsuits, claims, suits,
proceedings or investigations by or on behalf of any current or former employee or service provider of the Business which would, individually
or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect;
(c) there is no action, suit or proceeding pending or, to the Knowledge of Seller, threatened that questions the legality of the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement or any of the Seller Ancillary Agreements; and
(d) there are no outstanding consent orders, unsatisfied judgments or decrees in respect of the Business or the Assets.
Section 5.13 Contracts. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.13, as of the date of this Agreement, neither Seller nor any of the Companies is
a party to or bound by any of the following written or oral agreements or contracts solely relating to the Business:
(a) any Contract for the future purchase or sale of real property;
(b) any Contract for the purchase by Seller or any of the Companies of services, supplies, components or equipment which involved the
payment of more than $350,000 in the fiscal year ended January 29, 2005 or is reasonably expected to involve the payment of more than
$350,000 in any fiscal year thereafter (other than contracts for the purchase of merchandise in the ordinary course);
(c) any Contract for the sale by Seller or any of the Companies of any services or products of the Business which involved the payment
of more than $350,000 in the fiscal year ended January 29, 2005 or is reasonably expected to involve the payment of more than $350,000 in
any fiscal year thereafter;
(d) any loan agreements, promissory notes, indentures, letters of comfort, letters of credit, bonds or other instruments involving
indebtedness for borrowed money in an amount in excess of $350,000 or any guaranties of any such indebtedness;
(e) any mortgage agreement, deed or trust, security agreement, purchase money agreement, conditional sales contract or capital lease
created or assumed by, or permitted to be created by written instrument made or accepted by, Seller or any of the Companies other than (i) any
purchase money agreement, conditional sales contract or capital lease evidencing liens only on tangible personal property under which there
exists an aggregate future liability not
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in excess of $350,000 per contract or lease, (ii) protective filings of financing statements under the Uniform Commercial Code, (iii)
agreements evidencing Encumbrances created by a landlord of Leased Real Estate and (iv) any Permitted Real Property Exceptions or
Leasehold Interests;
(f) any license of Intellectual Property or Software received from or granted to third parties which is material to the conduct of the
Business as currently conducted, including source code escrow agreements for Company Software (other than non-exclusive implied licenses
and non-exclusive, non-negotiated licenses for the use of third-party Intellectual Property in connection with the sale of products or services);
(g) any material partnership, joint venture or other similar agreement or arrangement;
(h) any radio, television or newspaper advertising Contract which involved the payment of more than $350,000 in the fiscal year ended
January 29, 2005 or is reasonably expected to involve the payment of more than $350,000 in any fiscal year thereafter (other than those that
are or on the Cut-Off Date will be terminable at will or upon not more than 90 days notice by Seller without penalty);
(i) any management, personal service, consulting or other similar type of Contract which involved the payment of more than $350,000 in
the fiscal year ended January 29, 2005 or is reasonably expected to involve the payment of more than $350,000 in any fiscal year thereafter;
(j) any Employment Agreement that cannot be terminated without penalty or liability upon 30 days or less notice;
(k) any covenant not to compete that materially restricts the operation of the Business as presently conducted, other than those providing
for non-competition with a licensed department within a particular store location;
(l) any Contract granting any Person an option or right of first refusal with respect to any Asset other than the Real Estate;
(m) any Contract for the design or construction of any facilities for the Business which is reasonably expected to involve the payment of
more than $350,000 in any fiscal year after the fiscal year ended January 29, 2005; or
(n) any Contract not made in the ordinary course of business which involved the payment of more than $350,000 in the fiscal year ended
January 29, 2005 or is reasonably expected to involve the payment of more than $350,000 in any fiscal year thereafter.
Section 5.14 Status of Contracts. Except as set forth in Schedule 5.14 or in any other schedule hereto, each of the leases, contracts,
licenses and other agreements listed in Schedules 5.9 and 5.13 (collectively, the Business Agreements) is in full force and effect, other than
those Business Agreements the failure of which to be in full force and effect would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be
expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
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Neither Seller nor any of the Companies is in, or to the Knowledge of Seller, is alleged to be in, breach or default under any of the Business
Agreements, other than those breaches or defaults which would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a
Material Adverse Effect, and there is no event that, but for the passage of time or the giving of notice or both would constitute or result in any
such breach or default, other than those breaches or defaults which would not, individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have
a Material Adverse Effect. Seller has made available in all material respects true, complete and correct copies of all Business Agreements to
Buyer.
Section 5.15 ERISA. (a) Each Welfare Plan and Pension Plan maintained in connection with the Business or in which at least one
employee of the Business participates is listed in Schedule 5.15(a), and Seller has made available to Buyer either a true and correct copy of
each such plan or a summary plan description used in connection with such plan. With respect to each Business Plan, Seller has also made
available to Buyer (as applicable) the most recent actuarial and trust reports, the most recent Form 5500 and all schedules thereto, the most
recent IRS determination letter and, in the case of a Business Plan that is funded through a trust, copies of such trust.
(b) Except as set forth in Schedule 5.15(b), to the Knowledge of Seller, with respect to each Welfare Plan and Pension Plan listed in
Schedule 5.15(a), (i) each such plan has been maintained and operated in compliance in all material respects with the applicable requirements
of the Code and ERISA and the regulations issued thereunder and (ii) no material litigation or asserted claims against Seller or any of the
Companies exist with respect to any such plan other than claims for benefits in the normal course of business.
(c) Except as set forth in Schedule 5.15(c), each Business Plan which is intended to be qualified within the meaning of Section 401(a)
of the Code has received a favorable determination letter from the Internal Revenue Service as to its qualification under the Code, and Seller
has no Knowledge of an occurrence of an event since the date of such determination letter that would reasonably be expected to materially
adversely affect such qualification.
(d) None of the Business Plans has incurred any accumulated funding deficiency (as defined in Section 302 of ERISA and Section 412
of the Code), whether or not waived, as of the last day of the most recent fiscal year of each of the Business Plans ended prior to the date of
this Agreement.
(e) Any material employee benefits other than those listed in Schedule 5.15(a) relating to the Business which are in effect as of the CutOff Date and as to which Seller or any Company has or may have in the future any liability (other than regular wages or salary), such as any
bonus, incentive or annual profit sharing programs, any fringe benefits described in Section 132 of the Code, any education assistance plans
under Section 127 of the Code and any dependent care assistance plans under Section 129 of the Code are listed in Schedule 5.15(e), and any
written document which exists with respect to any such employee benefit has been made available to Buyer by Seller.
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(f) Schedule 5.15(f) identifies (i) the position of each employee of the Business who is a participant in the Saks Incorporated Amended
and Restated 2000 Change in Control and Material Transaction Severance Plan (the Severance Pay Plan) and (ii) the category of severance
benefits to which each such employee is entitled under the Severance Pay Plan. A revised Schedule 5.15(f), which shall include the names of
the individuals who are participants in the Severance Pay Plan, shall be delivered by Seller to Buyer at the Closing. Neither Seller nor any of
the Companies owe any severance benefits to any employee or former employee of the Business except as set forth in the Severance Pay Plan
or under the severance plans or practices listed in Schedule 5.15(a) or Schedule 5.15(f).
Section 5.16 Environmental Compliance. (a) Except as set forth in Schedule 5.16, and other than those matters which would not,
individually or in the aggregate, reasonably be expected to have a Material Adverse Effect: (i) to the Knowledge of Seller, the operation of the
Business and each store which is part of the Real Estate is in compliance with all applicable Environmental Laws and Environmental Permits
and Seller and the Companies possess all permits and approvals required under all Environmental Laws with respect to the Business and the
Assets; (ii) there are no actions or proceedings pending, or to the Knowledge of Seller, threatened, against Seller or any Company in respect of
the Business or the Assets alleging noncompliance with or liability under any Environmental Law and neither Seller nor any Company has
been subject to any administrative or judicial proceeding pursuant to applicable Environmental Laws any time during the past five years in
respect of the Business or the Assets; (iii) to the Knowledge of Seller, Seller and each of the Companies in respect of the Business and the
Assets has stored, used, operated, transported, treated or disposed of Hazardous Materials in compliance with all Environmental Laws; and
(iv) neither Seller nor any of the Companies has received notice that Seller or any Company is liable under Environmental Laws relating to the
off-site disposal of Hazardous Materials generated by the operations of Seller or such Company in respect of the Business or the Assets.
(b) Except as set forth in Schedule 5.16, to the Knowledge of Seller, no Real Estate, improvement or equipment included in the Assets
contains any asbestos, asbestos-containing materials, polychlorinated biphenyls, underground storage tanks, above-ground storage tanks,
radon, radioactive materials, urea formaldehyde foam insulation, petroleum and petroleum products, methane, hazardous wastes, hazardous
chemicals, or sumps on or under any Asset, in each case, that requires corrective action under Environmental Laws.
(c) To the Knowledge of Seller, Seller has heretofore made available to Buyer true, correct and complete copies of all material reports,
correspondence and memoranda relating to environmental matters.
Section 5.17 Employee Relations and Agreements. (a) Schedule 5.17(a) contains a true and complete list (excluding names and any
other personally identifying information) of the position, status as exempt or unexempt from overtime under the FLSA, annual salary or
hourly wage rate, base rate of bonus opportunity, date of hire and work location of all of the employees (whether full-time, part-time or
otherwise) employed in the Business as of the date set forth therein other than the Excluded Employees (Current Business Employees).
Such list shall be updated as of the Cut-Off Date and shall be revised so as to include the names of all such employees of the Business who are
employed by Seller or any Company on the Cut36
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Off Date other than the Excluded Employees (Business Employees). Such updated and revised list shall be delivered by Seller to Buyer at
the Closing. Such updated and revised list may be supplemented by Seller promptly following the Closing Date to add the names of any
employees of the Business who were unintentionally omitted from the list delivered by Seller to Buyer at the Closing. Seller has provided to
Buyer true, correct and complete copies of all Employment Agreements, personnel policies and employee handbooks relating to the Current
Business Employees. Neither Seller nor any of the Companies has (in respect of the Business) received a claim from any Governmental Body
to the effect that it has improperly classified as an independent contractor any Person named in Schedule 5.17(a).
(b) Since the Financial Statements Date through the date of this Agreement, except as disclosed in Schedule 5.17(b) or as has occurred in
the ordinary course of business consistent with past practices, neither Seller nor any of the Companies has (in respect of the Business): (i)
increased in any material respect the compensation payable or to become payable to or for the benefit of any of its employees, (ii) provided
any of its employees with any material increase in security or tenure of employment, (iii) increased in any material respect the amount payable
to any of its employees upon the termination of such persons employment, or (iv) increased, augmented or improved in any material respect
the benefits granted to or for the benefit of its employees under any bonus, profit sharing, pension, retirement, deferred compensation,
insurance or other direct or indirect benefit plan or arrangement.
(c) For the three-year period preceding the date of this Agreement, except as disclosed in Schedule 5.17(c):
(i) none of the employees of the Business has been, or is currently, represented by a labor organization or group which was either
certified or voluntarily recognized as an exclusive bargaining representative by any Governmental Body, including the National Labor
Relations Board, and neither Seller nor any of the Companies has been or is a signatory to a collective bargaining agreement with any
trade union, labor organization or labor group related to the operations of the Business;
(ii) no labor dispute, walk out strike, slowdown, hand billing, picketing or work stoppage (sympathized or otherwise) involving the
employees of the Business has occurred, is in progress or, to the Knowledge of Seller, has been threatened;
(iii) neither Seller nor any of the Companies is or has been (in respect of the Business) a state or federal contractor obligated to
develop and maintain an affirmative action plan; and
(iv) to the Knowledge of Seller, Seller and each of the Companies has been in compliance in all material respects with all Labor
Laws applicable to the operations of the Business.
Section 5.18 No Brokers. No broker, investment banker or other Person, other than Goldman, Sachs & Co. and Citigroup Inc., the fees
and expenses of which will be paid by Seller, is entitled to any brokers, finders or other similar fee or commission in connection with
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the transactions contemplated by this Agreement based upon arrangements made by or on behalf of Seller.
Section 5.19 Condition of Assets. No representation or warranty, direct or indirect, by implication or otherwise, is made concerning or
based upon the physical condition of the Real Estate or any other tangible assets of Seller or any of the Companies, all of which are being
accepted AS IS, WHERE IS by Buyer (including as to all environmental aspects thereof, except as otherwise provided in Section 5.16).
EXCEPT AS SET FORTH EXPRESSLY IN THIS AGREEMENT, SELLER DISCLAIMS ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY
WITH RESPECT TO THE ASSETS, TANGIBLE OR INTANGIBLE, OF THE COMPANIES, INCLUDING IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
FITNESS, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
Section 5.20 No Undisclosed Liabilities. Except as disclosed in Schedule 5.20, to the Knowledge of Seller, neither Seller nor any of the
Companies has any liabilities or obligations in respect of the Business or the Assets (whether absolute, accrued, contingent or otherwise) that
are not adequately reflected or provided for in the Year-End Seller Balance Sheet, except liabilities and obligations that have been incurred
since the Financial Statements Date in the ordinary course of business, consistent with the past practice of Seller or any of the Companies, or
are not (individually or in the aggregate) material to the Business.
Section 5.21 Insurance. Except as otherwise would not have a Material Adverse Effect, the Business and the Assets are covered by
policies of insurance maintained by Seller or any of the Companies covering such risks, in such amounts and with such deductibles and
exclusions as are reasonable for the Business and the Assets, as determined by Seller or any of the Companies in its reasonable business
judgment. To the extent Seller or any of the Companies self-insure certain of their properties or risks, such self-insurance protects against such
casualties and contingencies and is at such levels as is in accordance with reasonable business practices, as determined by Seller or any of the
Companies in its reasonable business judgment.
Section 5.22 Customer Information. To the Knowledge of Seller, the Customer Information (a) does not violate the privacy rights of any
Person, (b) was collected and acquired by Seller and the Companies in accordance with all applicable Requirements of Law or agreements by
which Seller or any of the Companies are bound and (c) when used by Seller or the Companies, does not violate any applicable Requirements
of Law or agreement by which Seller or any of the Companies are bound. Seller has taken all commercially reasonable efforts to maintain the
confidentiality and proprietary nature of the Customer Information.
Section 5.23 Sufficiency of Assets. To the Knowledge of Seller, the Assets constitute all of the assets necessary and sufficient to operate
the Business as heretofore conducted by Seller and the Companies other than (a) assets that, individually and in the aggregate, are not material
to the Business, (b) items identified in Schedule 5.23 as being excluded, (c) assets, properties and rights identified in Schedule 5.23 that are
used by Seller to provide services pursuant to the Transition Services Agreement and (d) the shared contracts, agreements and arrangements
identified by category in Schedule 5.23. Nothing in this Section 5.23 constitutes an additional representation or warranty with respect to title
to or the condition
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of any assets or properties (whether real or personal, tangible or intangible, owned, leased or held under license), any and all representations or
warranties with respect to which are set forth in other sections of this Article V.
Section 5.24 Seller Gift Programs. Schedule 5.24 contains an accurate description in all material respects of the Seller Gift Programs.
Section 5.25 Seller Return Policies. Schedule 5.25 contains an accurate description in all material respects of the Seller Return Policies.
ARTICLE VI
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF BUYER
As an inducement to Seller to enter into this Agreement and to consummate the transactions contemplated hereby, Buyer hereby
represents and warrants to Seller as follows:
Section 6.1 Organization of Buyer. Buyer is a corporation duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the
State of Delaware. Buyer has the corporate power and corporate authority to own or lease and operate its assets and to carry on its businesses
in the manner that they were conducted immediately prior to the date of this Agreement.
Section 6.2 Authority of Buyer; Conflicts. (a) Buyer has the corporate power and corporate authority to execute, deliver and perform this
Agreement and each of the Buyer Ancillary Agreements. The execution, delivery and performance of this Agreement and the Buyer Ancillary
Agreements by Buyer have been duly authorized and approved by Buyers board of directors and do not require any further authorization or
consent of Buyer or its stockholders. This Agreement has been duly authorized, executed and delivered by Buyer and (assuming the valid
authorization, execution and delivery of this Agreement by Seller) is the legal, valid and binding agreement of Buyer enforceable in
accordance with its terms, and each of the Buyer Ancillary Agreements has been duly authorized by Buyer and upon execution and delivery
by Buyer will be (assuming the valid authorization, execution and delivery by Seller, where a Seller is a party, and any other party or parties
thereto) a legal, valid and binding obligation of Buyer enforceable in accordance with its terms, subject, in the case of this Agreement and
each of the Buyer Ancillary Agreements, to bankruptcy, insolvency, reorganization, moratorium and similar laws of general application
relating to or affecting creditors rights and to general equity principles.
(b) The execution and delivery of this Agreement or any of the Buyer Ancillary Agreements by Buyer, the consummation of any of the
transactions contemplated hereby or thereby by Buyer and compliance with or fulfillment of the terms, conditions and provisions hereof or
thereof by Buyer will not:
(i) assuming the receipt of all necessary consents and approvals and the filing of all necessary documents as described in Section
6.2(b)(ii), result in a breach of the terms, conditions or provisions of, or constitute a default, an event of default or an event creating
rights of acceleration, termination or cancellation or a loss of rights under (1) the Certificate of Incorporation or bylaws of Buyer, (2) any
note, instrument, contract,
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agreement, mortgage, lease, franchise or financial obligation to which Buyer is a party or any of its properties is subject or by which
Buyer is bound, (3) any Court Order to which Buyer is a party or by which it is bound or (4) any Requirements of Law affecting Buyer,
other than, in the case of clauses (2), (3) and (4) above, any such breaches, defaults, rights or loss of rights that, individually or in the
aggregate, would not materially impair the ability of Buyer to perform its obligations hereunder or prevent the consummation of any of
the transactions contemplated hereby, or
(ii) require the approval, consent, authorization or act of, or the making by Buyer of any declaration, filing or registration with, any
Governmental Body, except for (1) in connection, or in compliance, with the provisions of the HSR Act, (2) the filing with the SEC of
such reports under the Exchange Act as may be required in connection with this Agreement and the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement, (3) such consents, approvals, filings and notices as may be required under any Requirements of Law with respect to
environmental matters pertaining to any notification, disclosure or required approval triggered by the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement, (4) such filings as may be required in connection with the Taxes described in Section 8.2(a)(iv) and (5) such approvals,
consents, authorizations, declarations, filings or registrations the failure of which to be obtained or made would not, individually or in
the aggregate, materially impair the ability of Buyer to perform its obligations hereunder or prevent the consummation of any of the
transactions contemplated hereby.
Section 6.3 No Violation, Litigation or Regulatory Action. (a) There are no lawsuits, claims, suits, proceedings or investigations pending
(with respect to which Buyer has been served or otherwise notified) or, to the Knowledge of Buyer, threatened against Buyer or its
subsidiaries which would, individually or in the aggregate, materially impair the ability of Buyer to perform its obligations hereunder or
prevent the consummation of any of the transactions contemplated hereby.
(b) There is no action, suit or proceeding pending or, to the Knowledge of Buyer, threatened that questions the legality of the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement or any of the Buyer Ancillary Agreements.
(c) There are no outstanding consent orders, unsatisfied judgments or decrees which would, individually or in the aggregate, materially
impair the ability of Buyer to perform its obligations hereunder or prevent the consummation of any of the transactions contemplated hereby.
Section 6.4 Financing. Buyer has (or will have at Closing) sufficient funds available for it to pay the Purchase Price.
Section 6.5 No Brokers. No broker, investment banker or other Person, other than Banc of America Securities LLC, the fees and
expenses of which will be paid by Buyer, is entitled to any brokers, finders or other similar fee or commission in connection with the
transactions contemplated by this Agreement based upon arrangements made by or on behalf of Buyer.
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ARTICLE VII
ACTION PRIOR TO THE CLOSING DATE
The respective parties hereto covenant and agree to take the following actions between the date hereof and the Closing Date:
Section 7.1 Access to Information. Subject to Buyers obligations under the Confidentiality Agreement, Seller shall afford to the
officers, employees and authorized representatives of Buyer (including independent public accountants and attorneys) reasonable access
during normal business hours, upon reasonable advance notice, to the offices, properties and business and financial records (including
computer files, retrieval programs and similar documentation) solely relating to the Business to the extent reasonably necessary for Buyer to
operate the Business after the Effective Time and shall furnish to Buyer or its authorized representatives such additional information solely
relating to the Business as shall be reasonably requested; provided, however, that Seller shall not be required to waive any privilege which
Seller or any of the Companies may possess in discharging its obligations pursuant to this Section 7.1; and, provided, further, that neither
Buyer nor any of its officers, employees, agents or representatives shall have access to any personnel of the Business or any other businesses
of Seller or any of its Affiliates other than the persons identified in Schedule 7.1 without Sellers prior written consent, which shall not be
unreasonably withheld. Buyer agrees that such investigation shall be conducted in such a manner as not to interfere unreasonably with the
operations of the Companies or Seller.
Section 7.2 Notifications. Each of Buyer and Seller shall promptly notify the other after it becomes aware of:
(a) any action, suit or proceeding that shall be instituted or threatened against such party to restrain, prohibit or otherwise challenge the
legality of any transaction contemplated by this Agreement;
(b) any lawsuit, claim, proceeding or investigation that may be threatened, brought, asserted or commenced against any of the
Companies, Seller or Buyer, as the case may be, that would have been listed in Schedule 5.12 (without giving effect to the Material Adverse
Effect qualifiers therein) or a schedule to Section 6.3, as the case may be, if such lawsuit, claim, proceeding or investigation had arisen prior to
the date hereof;
(c) any changes or events which, individually or in the aggregate, have a Material Adverse Effect;
(d) any notice or other communication from any Person alleging that the consent of such Person is or may be required in connection with
the transactions contemplated by this Agreement; and
(e) the damage or destruction by fire or other casualty of any material portion of the Assets or in the event that any material portion of
the Assets becomes the subject of any proceeding or, to the Knowledge of Seller or Buyer, as the case may be, threatened proceeding
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for the taking thereof or of any right relating thereto by condemnation, eminent domain or other similar governmental action;
provided, however, that if a party fails to notify the other party under this Section 7.2, (x) such non-breaching party shall only be entitled to
seek indemnification for breach of this Section 7.2 if and to the extent such non-breaching party is otherwise entitled to indemnification
pursuant to Section 11.1(a)(i) for breach of a representation and warranty and the limits set forth in Section 11.1(a) shall apply to any such
indemnification and (y) a failure to comply with this Section 7.2 shall not cause the failure of any condition set forth in Articles IX or X to be
satisfied unless the underlying change, event or development would independently result in the failure of a condition set forth in Articles IX or
X to be satisfied. Each party acknowledges that the other party does not and will not waive any rights it may have under this Agreement as a
result of receiving such notifications.
Section 7.3 Consents of Third Parties; Governmental Approvals.
(a) During the period prior to the Closing Date, Buyer shall act diligently and reasonably, and Seller, upon the request of Buyer, shall use
its commercially reasonable efforts to obtain, and to cooperate with Buyer to obtain, any consents, waivers and approvals of any third party
(including any Governmental Body) required to be obtained to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement; provided,
however, that notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, such action shall not include any requirement of Seller or any of its
Affiliates to pay money to any third party, commence or participate in any litigation, offer or grant any accommodation or undertake any
obligation or liability (in each case financial or otherwise) to any third party (including any Governmental Body) unless, in the case of any
cost or expense incurred by Seller or any of its Affiliates, Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller or such Affiliate for such cost or expense arising
from any action by Seller or such Affiliate requested by Buyer; provided, further, that prior to Closing neither Buyer nor its officers,
employees or authorized representatives may contact any customer, supplier, lessor or other third party (other than any Governmental Body)
in connection with any such consent without providing Seller with advance notice and a commercially reasonable opportunity to participate in
any such contact.
(b) Upon the terms and subject to the conditions set forth in this Agreement, each of the parties agrees to use reasonable best efforts to
take, or cause to be taken, all actions, and to do, or cause to be done, and to assist and cooperate with the other party in doing all things
necessary, proper or advisable to consummate, in the most expeditious manner practicable, the transactions contemplated by this Agreement,
including: (i) obtaining all necessary actions or non-actions, waivers, consents and approvals from all Governmental Bodies and making all
necessary registrations and filings (including filings with Governmental Bodies) and taking all steps as may be necessary to obtain an approval
or waiver from, or to avoid an action or proceeding by, any Governmental Body (including those in connection with the HSR Act as provided
in Section 7.5), (ii) defending any lawsuits or other legal proceedings, whether judicial or administrative, challenging this Agreement or the
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby, including seeking to have any stay or temporary restraining order entered into by any
court or other Governmental Body vacated or reversed, (iii) in the case of Buyer, promptly, if required by any Governmental Body in order to
consummate the transactions contemplated hereby, taking all steps and making all undertakings to secure antitrust clearance (including steps
to effect the sale or other disposition of particular properties of Buyer, its
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subsidiaries and/or the Assets and to hold separate such properties pending such sale or other disposition), unless any such action would result
in a material adverse effect on Buyer and its subsidiaries, taken as a whole and after giving effect to the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement, (iv) keeping the other party informed in all material respects of any material communication received by such party from, or given
by such party to, any Governmental Body and of any material communication received or given in connection with any proceeding by a
private party relating to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, in each case regarding any of the transactions contemplated hereby,
(v) permitting the other party to review any material communication delivered to, and consulting with the other party in advance of any
meeting or conference with, any Governmental Body relating to the transactions contemplated by this Agreement or in connection with any
proceeding by a private party, and giving the other party the opportunity to attend and participate in such meetings and conferences (to the
extent permitted by such Governmental Body or private party), and (vi) executing and delivering any additional instruments necessary to
consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. No party to this Agreement shall consent to any voluntary delay of the
consummation of the transactions contemplated hereby at the behest of any Governmental Body without the consent of the other party to this
Agreement, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.
Section 7.4 Operations Prior to the Closing Date. (a) Seller shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to, and to cause the Companies
to, operate and carry on the Business in the ordinary course and substantially as operated immediately prior to the date of this Agreement.
Consistent with the foregoing, Seller shall use its commercially reasonable efforts, and shall cause the Companies to use their commercially
reasonable efforts, consistent with good business practice, to preserve the goodwill of the suppliers, contractors, licensors, employees,
customers, distributors and others having business relations with the Business.
(b) Notwithstanding Section 7.4(a), except as set forth in Schedule 7.4, except as contemplated by this Agreement or except with the
express written approval of Buyer (which Buyer agrees shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed), Seller shall not (in respect of the
Business), and shall not permit the Companies (in respect of the Business), to:
(i) make any material change in the Business or their operations, except such changes as may be required to comply with any
applicable Requirements of Law;
(ii) purchase or otherwise acquire any assets or make any capital expenditures constituting Assets, in each case that are material,
individually or in the aggregate, to the Business as a whole (other than (A) purchases of inventory in the ordinary course of business
consistent with past practice, (B) capital expenditures contemplated by the 2005 Seller Capital Budget, (C) capital expenditures required
under any Real Estate Agreement or Lease Agreement for capital improvements that are not controlled exclusively by Seller or any of
the Companies, (D) capital expenditures required by any Governmental Body and (E) such capital expenditures not covered by clauses
(A) through (D) above that do not exceed $1,000,000 in the aggregate);
(iii) exercise any option to extend a lease listed in Exhibit F;
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(iv) create, incur or assume, or agree to create, incur or assume, any indebtedness for borrowed money with respect to the Business
(other than money borrowed or advances from any of its Affiliates in the ordinary course of business) or grant any Encumbrance with
respect to the Assets, in each case other than Permitted Encumbrances, Permitted Real Property Exceptions and Encumbrances imposed
by the Credit Agreement;
(v) transfer any material assets (other than cash in excess of Register and Store Safe Cash prior to the Effective Time) to any
Affiliate other than a Company or Seller;
(vi) institute any material increase in the benefits available in any profit-sharing, bonus, incentive, deferred compensation,
insurance, pension, retirement, medical, hospital, disability, welfare or other employee benefit plan with respect to employees of the
Business, other than as expressly required by the terms of any such plan as in effect on the date of this Agreement or Requirements of
Law;
(vii) (A) grant to any Key Employee any increase in compensation or other benefits (including any bonus, severance or retention
agreements) or grant to any employee of the Business any material increase in compensation or other benefits (including any bonus,
severance or retention agreements) except as may be required under existing agreements set forth in Schedule 5.5 or in the ordinary
course of business consistent with past practice or (B) designate any employee of the Business as a participant in the Severance Pay Plan
pursuant to Section 2.A(ii) of the Severance Pay Plan;
(viii) enter into or amend any collective bargaining agreement;
(ix) acquire by merging or consolidating with, or by purchasing a substantial portion of the stock or assets of, any business or any
corporation, partnership, association or other business organization or division thereof;
(x) sell or otherwise dispose of any assets that are material, either individually or in the aggregate, to the Business (other than sales
of inventory in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice);
(xi) materially adversely modify or amend any Business Agreement;
(xii) make any material change in the accounting methods or policies applied in the preparation of the Financial Statements, unless
such change is required by GAAP;
(xiii) intentionally waive in writing any right of any material value of or with respect to the Business;
(xiv) enter into any material agreement, contract or arrangement with any of its Affiliates relating to the Business that is being
assigned to or assumed by Buyer under this Agreement;
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(xv) create any new gift certificate, gift card, merchandise voucher, coupon or refund program for the Business or amend in any
material respect the Seller Gift Programs, in each case, other than in the ordinary course of business consistent with past practice;
(xvi) create any new return policy for merchandise purchased from the Business or amend in any material respect the Seller Return
Policies;
(xvii) prior to July 5, 2005 (A) place any orders for spring 2006 merchandise bearing the private label brands of Seller and other
brands owned by third parties licensed to Seller (Private Brand Merchandise) or (B) place any fill-in orders for Private Brand
Merchandise for delivery after November 15, 2005; or
(xviii) agree to do any of the foregoing.
Section 7.5 Antitrust Law Compliance. As promptly as practicable after the date hereof, Buyer and Seller shall file with the United
States Federal Trade Commission (the FTC) and the Antitrust Division of the United States Department of Justice (the DOJ) the
notifications and other information required to be filed under the HSR Act, or any rules and regulations promulgated thereunder, with respect
to the transactions contemplated hereby. Each party warrants that all such filings by it will be, as of the date filed, true and accurate in all
material respects and in material compliance with the requirements of the HSR Act and any such rules and regulations. Each of Buyer and
Seller (i) agrees to make available to the other such information as each of them may reasonably request relative to its business, assets and
property as may be required of each of them to file any additional information requested by such agencies under the HSR Act and any such
rules and regulations, (ii) shall request early termination of the thirty (30) day notification period provided for under the HSR Act and (iii)
shall keep each other apprised of the status of any communications with, and inquiries or requests for additional information from, the FTC or
the DOJ.
Section 7.6 Termination of Certain Intercompany Accounts. At or prior to the Closing, Seller shall release, cancel and terminate all
intercompany accounts among Seller and its Affiliates relating to the Business effective at or prior to the Effective Time. For the avoidance of
doubt, Reference Working Capital and Final Working Capital shall be determined without giving effect to any intercompany accounts or the
cancellation thereof.
Section 7.7 Indebtedness; Release of Guaranties. Prior to the Closing, Buyer shall use commercially reasonable efforts (a) to obtain
letters of credit in replacement of the letters of credit of Seller or any Affiliate of Seller set forth in Schedule 7.7 (the Identified Guaranties),
which shall be in such form and from such financial institutions satisfactory to the holder of such Identified Guaranty, as of the Cut-Off Date
or as promptly as practicable after the Cut-Off Date, and (b) to cause Seller or such Affiliate to be fully released, as of the Cut-Off Date or as
promptly as practicable after the Cut-Off Date, in respect of all obligations under such Identified Guaranties. With respect to any other
obligations of Seller under any guaranties, letters of credit, letters of comfort, bid bonds or performance or surety bonds or cash or other
collateral obtained or given by Seller relating to any Assumed Liability of which Seller notifies Buyer in writing (the Other Guaranties),
Buyer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to
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cause Seller to be fully released, in each case, effective as promptly as practicable after Seller provides such notice, in respect of all
obligations of Seller and any of its Affiliates under any such Other Guaranties. If, at or prior to the Closing, after using commercially
reasonable efforts to do so, Buyer is unable to effect such a substitution and release with respect to (i) any Other Guaranty or (ii) any
Identified Guaranty, Buyer shall indemnify Seller against any and all Loss or Expense arising from such Other Guaranty or such Identified
Guaranty. Seller shall make a claim for indemnification against any such Loss or Expense in accordance with Section 11.3. Without limiting
the foregoing, after the Effective Time, Buyer will not, and will not permit any of its Affiliates to, renew, extend, amend or supplement any
loan, contract, lease or other obligation that is covered by an Other Guaranty or an Identified Guaranty without providing Seller with evidence
reasonably satisfactory to Seller that Sellers Other Guaranty or Identified Guaranty has been released. Any cash or other collateral posted by
Seller or one of its Affiliates in respect of any Other Guaranty or any Identified Guaranty shall be delivered to Seller.
Section 7.8 Ancillary Agreements. (a) At the Closing, Seller and Buyer shall enter into an agreement substantially in the form of Exhibit
N providing for certain transition services by Seller and its Affiliates for Buyer and its Affiliates after the Effective Time (the Transition
Services Agreement).
(b) At the Closing, Buyer and Seller shall enter into an agreement substantially in the form of Exhibit O providing for the operation of
Club Libby Lu stores within certain stores of the Business after the Effective Time (the Club Libby Lu Licensed Departments Agreement).
(c) At the Closing, Buyer and Seller shall enter into an agreement substantially in the form of Exhibit P providing for the purchase and
sale of Sellers private brands after the Effective Time (the Private Brands Agreement).
Section 7.9 Household Bank. As promptly as practicable after the date hereof (but effective as of the Effective Time), Buyer shall, with
respect to stores included in the Assets, either (a) enter into a program agreement with Household Bank (SB), N.A. (Household Bank) that
is acknowledged by Household Bank to satisfy the requirements set forth in Section 9.05(f) of the Program Agreement (which
acknowledgement is in a form reasonably satisfactory to Seller) or (b) (i) purchase the Accounts and Account Receivables (as each such
term is defined in the Program Agreement) associated with such stores from Household Bank for the price set forth in Section 9.05(b) of the
Program Agreement and (ii) pay over to Seller on the effective date of such purchase cash in the amount equal to the difference between (x)
the amount paid to Household Bank in connection with such purchase and (y) the amount equal to the price set forth in Sections 9.06(b)(i) and
(ii) of the Program Agreement multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the sum of the Account Receivables associated with
the stores included in the Assets (as of the date of purchase) and the denominator of which shall be the sum of the Account Receivables
associated with all stores (including the stores included in the Assets) covered by the Program Agreement (as of the date of purchase). Buyer
agrees to obtain all necessary consents and approvals from all Governmental Bodies and to make all necessary registrations and filings in
order to effect this Section 7.9. At Buyers request, Seller agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to cooperate with Buyer in complying
with this Section 7.9; provided, however, that Seller and its Affiliates shall not be required to make any
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payments or offer or grant any accommodation (financial or otherwise) to any third party with respect to this Section 7.9, except to the extent
that Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller or any such Affiliate for any such payment made by Seller or such Affiliate at the request of Buyer.
Section 7.10 Remittance of Cash Receipts. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, all receipts by Seller or any of
the Companies on or before the Cut-Off Date, including cash (excluding Register and Store Safe Cash), checks and bank drafts (whether
cleared before or after the Effective Time), and proceeds from third-party credit card or debit card transactions (whether posted before or after
the Effective Time) shall be excluded from the transactions contemplated hereby, and Buyer shall cause payment in an aggregate amount
equal to such receipts to be made to Seller immediately after Seller makes demand therefor; provided, however, that (i) this Section 7.10 shall
not affect accounts and account receivables owned by Household Bank and (ii) Seller shall cause the Companies to be in possession of the
Register and Store Safe Cash at the opening of the stores of the Business on the day after the Cut-Off Date. For the avoidance of doubt,
Reference Working Capital and Final Working Capital shall be determined without giving effect to any such cash, checks, bank drafts or
proceeds.
Section 7.11 Software Issues. Prior to the Closing, Seller and Buyer shall use commercially reasonable efforts to cooperate to obtain
written consents and acknowledgements from each third-party licensor of each piece of Software that may be required in order to evidence
that Buyer has or will have by the Closing either a license with such third-party licensor or a sublicense under the Transition Services
Agreement sufficient to allow Buyer to use such Software during the term set forth in the Transition Services Agreement and, with respect to
the Software identified in Schedule 7.11, to allow Seller and its Affiliates to sell, transfer, convey and deliver to Buyer all Equipment upon
which such Software is loaded without obligating Seller or its Affiliates to remove such Software from such Equipment prior to the sale,
transfer, conveyance and delivery thereof; provided, however, that Seller and its Affiliates shall have no obligation to pay money or grant any
accommodation to any third party in order to obtain any such consents and acknowledgements, except to the extent that Buyer agrees to
reimburse Seller or such Affiliate for any such payment made by Seller or such Affiliate at the request of Buyer. With respect to any item
identified in Schedule 7.11 for which the applicable third-party licensor would not provide such consents and acknowledgements prior to the
Closing, Seller and its Affiliates shall have the right to remove such identified Software from Equipment prior to the Closing Date; provided,
however, that, subject to the proviso in the preceding sentence, Seller and its Affiliates shall use commercially reasonable efforts to make the
benefits of such Software license agreements available to Buyer.
Section 7.12 No Solicitation. After the date hereof and prior to the earlier of the Closing and the date on which this Agreement is
terminated, Seller shall not, nor shall it authorize or permit any of its Affiliates, advisors or agents, directly or indirectly, to (a) knowingly
solicit, initiate or encourage or facilitate the making of any Asset Acquisition Proposal or (b) participate in, engage in, knowingly encourage
or facilitate any discussion or negotiation regarding, or furnish to any Person any information with respect to, or knowingly take any other
action to assist or facilitate any inquiries or the making of, any proposal that constitutes, or could reasonably be expected to lead to, any Asset
Acquisition Proposal; provided, however, that, nothing contained in this Agreement shall prevent Seller or its Board of
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Directors from (i) soliciting or initiating the submission of any Seller Acquisition Proposal or any proposal or offer relating exclusively to
assets and properties not being sold pursuant to this Agreement or (ii) complying with Section 3.5.
Section 7.13 Interim Financials. On the earlier to occur of 45 days after the Closing Date and 20 days following the end of the fiscal
quarter which includes the Closing Date, Seller will provide to Buyer (a) the unaudited balance sheet of the Business as of (i) the end of each
fiscal quarter of Sellers 2004 fiscal year, (ii) the end of each fiscal quarter of Sellers 2005 fiscal year that is completed prior to the Closing
Date and (iii) the Closing Date and (b) the unaudited statement of income of the Business for (i) each quarterly period of Sellers 2004 fiscal
year, (ii) each quarterly period of Sellers 2005 fiscal year that is completed prior to the Closing Date and (iii) the period from the end of
Sellers 2004 fiscal year through the Closing Date, in each case, in a form that, at the time of delivery, Seller reasonably believes to have been
prepared in accordance with GAAP and in a form that is reasonably acceptable to Buyer for inclusion in its pro forma financial statements and
quarterly filings as required by Regulation S-X.
Section 7.14 Private Brands. (a) Prior to the Closing, Seller shall use commercially reasonable efforts to enter into such agreements with
third-party vendors as are necessary to enable Seller to deliver Products (as defined in the Private Brands Agreement) to Buyer; provided,
however, that Seller and its Affiliates shall have no obligation to pay money or grant any accommodation to any third party in order to enter
into such agreements, except to the extent that Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller or such Affiliate for any such payment made by Seller or such
Affiliate at the request of Buyer.
(b) Buyer acknowledges that Schedule 1 of the Private Brands Agreement was prepared prior to the date hereof based on information
then available to Seller. On or before May 13, 2005, Seller will update Schedule 1 of the Private Brands Agreement for informational purposes
only to reflect orders for delivery through January 2006 based on the best information then available. Schedule 1 of the Private Brands
Agreement will be finalized by Seller as of five days before the Closing to reflect new orders and fill-in orders placed (in each case, subject to
Section 7.04(b)(xvii)), goods received, new information obtained and other adjustments made in the ordinary course of business between the
date Schedule 1 was originally prepared and the date Schedule 1 is finalized (regardless of the expected delivery date). At the Closing, Seller
shall deliver to Buyer such finalized Schedule 1.
(c) If the Closing occurs on or prior to July 5, 2005, Buyer shall not be obligated to take delivery of any merchandise under the Private
Brands Agreement after the close of Buyers fiscal year ending in January 2006. If the Closing occurs after July 5, 2005, Seller may place
orders in the ordinary course of business for spring 2006 merchandise or fill-in orders for delivery after November 15, 2005, and any such
orders shall be included in the finalized version of Schedule 1 of the Private Brands Agreement regardless of the expected delivery date or the
date on which such schedule may have been previously finalized.
Section 7.15 Certain Agreement. Prior to Closing and for a reasonable period thereafter, Seller shall cooperate with Buyer to assist
Buyer in entering into an agreement with Axiom International with respect to customer information relating to the Business.
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ARTICLE VIII
ADDITIONAL AGREEMENTS
Section 8.1 Use of Names. (a) Seller is not conveying ownership rights or granting Buyer a license to use any of the tradenames, service
marks or trademarks of Seller or any Affiliate of Seller (other than the trademarks and service marks included in the Company Registered
Intellectual Property identified in Schedule 5.10(a)) (collectively, the Retained Names and Marks) and, after the Closing, Buyer shall not
use in any manner the names or marks of Seller or any Affiliate of Seller or any word that is similar in sound or appearance to such names or
marks, except as provided in this Section 8.1. In the event Buyer or any Affiliate of Buyer violates any of its obligations under this Section
8.1, Seller and its Affiliates may proceed against it in law or in equity for such damages or other relief as a court may deem appropriate. Buyer
acknowledges that a violation of this Section 8.1 may cause Seller and its Affiliates irreparable harm which may not be adequately
compensated for by money damages. Buyer therefore agrees that in the event of any actual or threatened violation of this Section 8.1, Seller
and each of its Affiliates shall be entitled, in addition to other remedies that they may have, to a temporary restraining order and to preliminary
and final injunctive relief against Buyer or such Affiliate of Buyer to prevent any violations of this Section 8.1, without the necessity of
posting a bond.
(b) Buyer shall cease promptly, but in no event later than 60 days after the Cut-Off Date, using any (i) advertising or promotional
materials and (ii) any stationery, business cards, business forms and other similar items included in the Assets, in each case that contain
anywhere thereon any of the Retained Names and Marks; provided, however, that Buyer shall, when using items referred to in clause (ii) in
the context of entering into or conducting contractual relationships, make reasonably clear to all other applicable parties that Buyer, rather
than Seller or any Affiliate of Seller, is the party entering into or conducting the contractual relationship; and provided, further, that Buyer
shall ensure that personnel of the Business using such items shall not, and shall have no authority to, hold themselves out as officers,
employees or agents of Seller or any Affiliate of Seller.
(c) Buyer shall cease promptly, but in no event later than 120 days after the Cut-Off Date, using any packaging materials included in the
Assets that contain anywhere thereon any of the Retained Names and Marks, unless such materials are changed to completely and
permanently cover, delete or obliterate the Retained Names and Marks or anything confusingly similar thereto.
(d) Buyer shall have the right to exhaust all inventories of finished products included in the Assets that contain as part of the physical
products themselves (e.g., embroidered on a shirt or a label on a shirt, but not product packaging covered by clause (c) above) any of the
Retained Names and Marks, provided that Buyer shall use all commercially reasonable efforts to dispose of such finished products promptly
after the Cut-Off Date.
(e) At the Closing, Seller shall present (or shall cause one of its Affiliates to present) Buyer with a short-term trademark and trade name
license agreement that grants Buyer the short-term right, subject to the restrictions set forth in clauses (b) through (d) above, to use the
Retained Names and Marks for the time periods set forth in clauses (b) through (d) above.
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(f) Other than as permitted under clauses (b) through (d) above, Buyer shall not use, without the prior written consent of Seller, any of
the Retained Names and Marks (or anything confusingly similar thereto) in any manner whatsoever.
(g) At the Closing, Buyer will enter into a short-term trademark and trade name license agreement that grants Seller and Affiliates of
Seller the right to use the trademarks, tradenames and service marks identified in Schedule 5.10(a) in a manner similar to the manner in which
Seller and Affiliates of Seller use such trademarks, tradenames and service marks as of the date of this Agreement for a period of up to 180
days following the Cut-Off Date.
Section 8.2 Tax Matters. (a) Liability for Taxes. (i) Seller shall be liable for and pay, and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each
Buyer Group Member from and against, any and all Taxes imposed on Seller or any of the Companies, or for which Seller or any of the
Companies may otherwise be liable, for any taxable year or period that ends on or before the Cut-Off Date and, with respect to any Straddle
Period, the portion of such Straddle Period ending on and including the Cut-Off Date. Seller shall be entitled to any refund of (or credit for)
Taxes for which it is liable under this Agreement.
(ii) Buyer shall be liable for and pay, and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Seller Group Member from and against, any
and all Taxes imposed with respect to the Business, the Assets and the Assumed Liabilities for any taxable year or period that begins
after the Cut-Off Date and, with respect to any Straddle Period, the portion of such Straddle Period beginning immediately after the CutOff Date. Buyer shall be entitled to any refund of (or credit for) Taxes for which it is liable under this Agreement.
(iii) For purposes of Sections 8.2(a)(i) and (ii), any Straddle Period shall be treated on a closing of the books basis as two partial
periods, one ending on the Cut-Off Date and the other beginning immediately after the Cut-Off Date; provided, however, that Taxes
imposed on a periodic basis shall be allocated pro rata on a daily basis. Notwithstanding the preceding sentence, if the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement result in the reassessment of the value of any of the Assets for property Tax purposes, or the imposition
of any property Taxes on such Assets at a rate which is different than the rate that would have been imposed if such transactions had not
occurred, then (y) the portion of such property Taxes for the portion of such Straddle Period ending on the Cut-Off Date shall be (1)
allocated pro rata on a daily basis, using the assessed value and Tax rate that would have applied had such transactions not occurred, plus
(2) 50% of any Incremental Property Taxes, and (z) the portion of such property Taxes for the portion of such Straddle Period beginning
immediately after the Cut-Off Date shall be the total property Taxes for such Straddle Period minus the amount described in clause (y).
(iv) Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, Buyer agrees to pay, and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Seller
Group Member from and against, 50 percent of any and all real property transfer or gains Taxes, sales Taxes, use Taxes, stamp Taxes,
stock transfer Taxes or other similar Taxes imposed on the transactions contemplated by this Agreement (collectively, Transfer
Taxes), and Seller agrees to pay, and agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Buyer Group Member from and against 50 percent of
any and all Transfer Taxes.
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(b) Tax Returns. (i) Seller shall timely file or cause to be timely filed when due (taking into account all extensions properly obtained) all
Tax Returns that are required to be filed by or with respect to the Business and the Assets for periods (or portions thereof) ending on or before
the Closing Date and Seller shall remit, or cause to be remitted, any Taxes shown to be due in respect of such Tax Returns. Buyer shall timely
file or cause to be timely filed when due (taking into account all extensions properly obtained) all other Tax Returns that are required to be
filed by or with respect to the Business and the Assets, and Buyer shall remit, or cause to be remitted, any Taxes due in respect of such Tax
Returns. For administrative convenience, Buyer and Seller agree that, for federal and applicable state income tax purposes, items of income,
gain, loss, deduction and credit with respect to the Business and the Assets realized during the period between the Cut-Off Date and the
Closing will be reported by Buyer on its Tax Returns and not by Seller or any of the Companies. Seller or Buyer shall pay the other party for
the Taxes for which Seller or Buyer, respectively, is liable pursuant to Section 8.2(a) but which are payable with any Tax Return to be filed by
the other party pursuant to this Section 8.2(b) upon the written request of the party entitled to payment, setting forth in reasonable detail the
computation of the amount owed by Seller or Buyer, as the case may be, but in no event earlier than 10 business days prior to the due date for
paying such Taxes.
(ii) None of Buyer or any Affiliate of Buyer shall amend, refile or otherwise modify (or grant an extension of any statute of
limitation with respect to) any Tax Return relating in whole or in part to the Business or the Assets (or with respect to any Straddle
Period) without the prior written consent of Seller, which consent may not be unreasonably withheld, conditioned or delayed.
(c) Bulk Sales Laws. Buyer hereby waives compliance by Buyer, Seller and the Companies, in connection with the transactions
contemplated hereby, with the provisions of any applicable bulk transfer laws.
(d) Assistance and Cooperation. After the Closing Date, each of Seller and Buyer shall (and cause their respective Affiliates to):
(i) assist the other party in preparing any Tax Returns which such other party is responsible for preparing and filing in accordance
with Section 8.2(b);
(ii) cooperate fully in preparing for any audits of, or disputes with taxing authorities regarding, any Tax Returns that are required to
be filed by or with respect to the Business or the Assets;
(iii) make available to the other and to any taxing authority as reasonably requested all information, records and documents relating
to Taxes imposed with respect to the Business, the Assets or the Assumed Liabilities;
(iv) provide timely notice to the other in writing of any pending or threatened Tax audits or assessments relating to Taxes for
which the other may have a liability under this Section 8.2;
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(v) furnish the other with copies of all correspondence received from any taxing authority in connection with any Tax audit or
information request with respect to any such Tax;
(vi) timely sign and deliver such certificates or forms as may be necessary or appropriate to establish an exemption from (or
otherwise reduce), or file Tax Returns or other reports with respect to, Taxes described in Section 8.2(a)(iv) (relating to sales, transfer
and similar Taxes); and
(vii) timely provide to the other party powers of attorney or similar authorizations necessary to carry out the purposes of this
Section 8.2.
Section 8.3 Employees and Employee Benefits.
(a) Offers of Employment. The employment of all Business Employees will be terminated effective immediately prior to the Effective
Time. Buyer will offer employment effective as of the Effective Time to all Business Employees, including each such employee on medical,
disability, family or other leave of absence as of the Effective Time except those Business Employees who at the Effective Time are receiving
long-term disability benefits under any Business Plan, which Business Employees will be offered employment by Buyer provided that they
report for active employment within six months after the date on which they began receiving long-term disability benefits. Buyer will
condition its offers of employment to each of the individuals listed in Schedule 8.3(a) on such individuals execution of an agreement, in form
reasonably satisfactory to Seller, releasing all claims and waiving all rights under such individuals Employment Agreement with Seller or
any Company, and Buyer shall have no liability with respect to any such Employment Agreement other than with respect to severance
obligations up to the amount described in the second sentence of Section 8.3(b). Within ten business days prior to the Effective Time, Seller
will provide to Buyer a list showing the names of each then employee of the Business who is on leave of absence (and such list shall be
updated as of the Closing Date). The offers of employment to be made by Buyer effective as of the Effective Time shall in each case provide
(i) at least the same base wages, annual base salary and annual base rate of bonus potential at target performance levels (determined as a
percentage of annual base salary) (other than employee benefits, which are subject to Section 8.3(c)) as the base wages, annual base salary and
annual base rate of bonus potential at target performance levels (determined as a percentage of annual base salary) (but excluding any equitybased compensation) provided to each such Business Employee on the Cut-Off Date and (ii) with respect to any Business Employee who is a
participant in the Severance Pay Plan, employment at a location not more than fifty miles from the Business Employees current location. The
employees who accept such offers of employment are referred to as Transferred Employees. Nothing in this Section 8.3(a) shall obligate
Buyer to continue the employment of any such Transferred Employee for any specific period or at any specific level of compensation or
responsibilities.
(b) Individual Employment Agreements. As of the Effective Time, Buyer will assume Sellers and each Companys obligations under
all individual employment, termination, retention, severance or other similar contracts or agreements with any current or former employee of
the Business listed in Schedule 8.3(b). Notwithstanding anything in this
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agreement to the contrary, with respect to any Business Employee who is a party to an Employment Agreement with Seller or any Company
(whether or not such Employment Agreement has been listed on any schedule to this Agreement), (i) Buyer shall be responsible for any
severance benefits payable to such Business Employee in accordance with Section 8.3(d) (without regard to such Business Employees
Employment Agreement with Seller or any Company) and (ii) Seller shall be responsible for any severance benefits payable to such Business
Employee under such Business Employees Employment Agreement with Seller or any Company that is in excess of the severance benefits
payable by Buyer pursuant to clause (i).
(c) Buyers Employee Benefit Plans Generally. As of the Effective Time, Buyer shall make available to each Transferred Employee
employee benefits (other than benefits under Buyers employee benefit plan which is a defined benefit plan within the meaning of Section
414(j) of the Code) that are at least comparable to the benefits that are made available to an employee of Buyer who performs comparable
services or undertakes comparable responsibilities for Buyer and who has completed the same length of service with Buyer. After the
Effective Time, except as otherwise provided in the following subsections of this Section 8.3, the following shall apply:
(i) Buyer shall give each Transferred Employee service credit under Buyers DC Plan or Welfare Plans (collectively, Buyers
Plans) or personnel policies that cover the Transferred Employee, including any vacation, sick leave and severance policies, for
purposes of eligibility, vesting and entitlement to vacation, sick leave and severance benefits for the Transferred Employees service
with Seller and its Affiliates prior to the Effective Time on the same basis as Buyer credits service for its own employees and, with
respect to Buyers Welfare Plans, shall allow such Transferred Employees to participate in each such Welfare Plan of Buyer without
regard to preexisting-condition limitations, waiting periods, evidence of insurability or other exclusions or limitations not imposed on the
Transferred Employee by the corresponding Welfare Plans of Seller in which such Transferred Employee was a participant immediately
prior to the Effective Time and shall credit the Transferred Employee with any expenses that were paid by the Transferred Employee
under the Welfare Plans of Seller for purposes of determining deductibles, co-pays and other applicable limits under Buyers Plans. To
the extent any Transferred Employee or eligible dependent of any Transferred Employee is hospitalized as of the Effective Time under
any Business Plan providing medical benefits, such person will continue to be covered under the medical coverage provided by such
Business Plan until the date such Transferred Employee or such eligible dependent is released from the hospital, and Seller shall be
responsible for any expenses associated with such extended hospital stay payable under any Business Plan that are incurred after the
Effective Time.
(ii) No portion of the assets of any trust or other fund maintained by Seller for the purpose of paying benefits under any of the
Business Plans will be transferred to Buyer or any Buyers Plan.
(d) Severance Benefits. (i) If any Transferred Employee is involuntarily terminated by Buyer in the fiscal year that includes the
Cut-Off Date, Buyer will provide to the Transferred Employee severance pay under a Buyers Plan in an amount that is at least equal to
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the specified amount of severance pay payable to such Transferred Employee under the severance plans or practices listed in Schedule
5.15(f) (the Business Severance Practices).
(ii) Buyer and Seller agree that, with respect to any Business Employee terminated by Seller pursuant to Section 8.3(a), if Buyers
offer of employment satisfies the requirements of Section 8.3(a), Buyer will not be obligated to pay any severance with respect to such
Business Employee as a result of such termination by Seller. Buyer and Seller agree that, with respect to any Transferred Employee
whose employment terminates after Closing, the transactions contemplated by this Agreement shall be treated as if they were a change
of control under the Severance Pay Plan. If any such Transferred Employee would have been entitled to severance benefits under the
Severance Pay Plan as a result of termination under such circumstances, Buyer will provide to such Transferred Employee the severance
pay and other benefits provided under the Severance Pay Plan in lieu of any severance to which such Transferred Employee would be
entitled under any Buyers Plan.
(e) Vacation Pay and Holidays. Buyer shall credit to each Transferred Employee all unpaid vacation and holiday pay for calendar year
2005 that the Transferred Employee is entitled to use for calendar year 2005 but has not used as of the Effective Time and shall assume all
liability for the payment of such amounts pursuant to the Seller vacation and holiday pay policies listed in Schedule 5.15(e) to the extent such
vacation and holidays are taken in calendar year 2005; provided, however, that no credit under this Section 8.3(e) shall duplicate credit under
Section 8.3(c).
(f) Post-Leave Employment. (i) Seller and the Business Plans shall retain the liability for all long-term disability benefits payable to any
Business Employee who is receiving or is entitled to receive long-term disability benefits under the terms of any Business Plan at the Effective
Time and shall continue to provide such benefits in accordance with the terms of such plan until the Business Employee is no longer eligible
for such benefits, (ii) Buyer or a Buyers Plan shall provide short-term disability benefits to any Transferred Employee who is receiving or is
eligible for such benefits under a Business Plan at the Effective Time until the date such Transferred Employee would no longer be eligible for
such benefits under such Business Plan or the date on which the Transferred Employee qualifies for long-term disability benefits under a
Business Plan, whichever comes first, and, if such a Transferred Employee qualifies for long-term disability benefits under a Business Plan,
Buyer shall provide such long-term disability benefits to such Transferred Employee under Buyers Plans and (iii) Buyers Plans will govern
the determination of what, if any, short-term and long-term disability benefits will be paid to any Transferred Employee whose disability
occurs after the Effective Time (or which reoccurs after the Effective Time). If any Transferred Employee is on any form of leave of absence
on the Effective Time (including any leave subject to the Family and Medical Leave Act of 1993 or comparable state law), Buyer shall
reinstate such Transferred Employee to active employment upon the expiration of the leave to the extent such reinstatement is required by any
applicable law or regulation or by Buyers personnel policies and shall satisfy any other obligation with respect to such Transferred Employee
as required under any applicable law or regulation or Buyers personnel policies.
(g) Medical and Dental Plan Liabilities. Seller shall, or shall cause the applicable Business Plan to, pay any benefits or expenses covered
by the group medical and
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dental plans included within the Business Plans that were incurred with respect to services performed for any Business Employee or any
dependent or former dependent of any Business Employee prior to the Effective Time but have not been paid by the Business Plans prior to
the Effective Time. Except as provided in Section 8.3(c)(i), Buyer shall, or cause the applicable Buyers Plan to, assume and pay any medical
or dental benefits covered under the applicable Buyer Plan that are incurred with respect to services performed for any Transferred Employee
or any Transferred Employees dependents after the Effective Time.
(h) COBRA Coverage. Effective as of the Effective Time, Buyer shall provide (or cause a Buyers Plan to provide) all entitlements
under Code Section 4980B, Part 6 or 7 of Title I of ERISA or any similar state law (collectively, COBRA) to Transferred Employees and
eligible dependents of Transferred Employees with respect to any event which requires the provision of such entitlements and which occurs
after the Effective Time. Seller shall provide (or cause the applicable Business Plan to provide) all entitlements under COBRA to Business
Employees and eligible dependents of Business Employees with respect to any event which requires the provision of such entitlements and
which occurs on or before the Effective Time.
(i) Retirement and 401(k) Plans.
(i) Buyer will have no liability for benefits payable under the Saks Incorporated 401(k) Retirement Plan (Sellers DC Plan).
Seller shall take or cause to be taken all actions necessary to fully vest Transferred Employees under Sellers DC Plan and all other
Business Plans that are deferred compensation or supplemental retirement plans.
(ii) Buyer currently maintains one or more qualified defined contribution plans (Buyers DC Plan) that contains all provisions
necessary for the acceptance of direct rollovers (in the form of cash and notes relating to plan participant loans not in default) of
eligible rollover distributions as defined in the Code and applicable regulations that Transferred Employees are eligible to receive
from Sellers DC Plan. Buyers DC Plan will contain provisions to permit any such direct rollover to include the promissory note or
notes representing any plan loans outstanding and not in default to the Transferred Employee under Sellers DC Plan on the date of the
direct rollover, and Buyer, the Companies and Seller will cooperate with each other to enable such direct rollovers to occur before such
loans become defaulted. Seller agrees not to place any such loans in default for at least 90 days following the Cut-Off Date.
(iii) If a Transferred Employee is making contributions to Sellers DC Plan which are eligible for matching contributions by Seller
immediately before the Effective Time, such Transferred Employee shall be eligible for matching contributions under Buyers DC Plan
if such Transferred Employee elects to participate in Buyers DC Plan and Buyer (based on the advice of legal counsel) reasonably
determines that such Transferred Employee can be eligible for such matching contributions without jeopardizing the qualified status of
Buyers DC Plan under Section 401(a) of the Code.
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(j) Retained Business Plans. Seller will retain any and all liabilities and obligations with respect to benefits payable to or with respect to
any individual under the Business Plans and other employee benefit policies and practices of Seller except to the extent that such liabilities
and obligations are expressly assumed by Buyer under this Section 8.3.
(k) Workers Compensation Liabilities. Seller shall be responsible for the cost and expense of all workers compensation claims
asserted and arising out of an injury sustained by Business Employees prior to the Effective Time, and Buyer shall be responsible for the cost
and expense of all workers compensation claims asserted and arising out of any injury sustained by Transferred Employees on or after the
Effective Time or with respect to injuries which relate to an event or circumstance or events or circumstances that straddles or straddle the
Effective Time, if the date of the original claim relating to such injury is after the Effective Time, regardless of the date of injury.
(l) No Third Party Beneficiaries. Without limiting the generality of Section 13.5(b), none of the preceding subsections of this Section 8.3
shall confer any rights or remedies upon any employee or former employee of Seller, the Companies or Buyer, or upon any other Person other
than the parties hereto and their respective successors and assigns.
Section 8.4 Insurance; Risk of Loss. (a) Seller will, or will cause the Companies to, (with respect to the Business and the Assets) keep
insurance policies currently maintained by Seller or the Companies covering their respective businesses, assets, liabilities and current or
former employees, as the case may be, or suitable replacements therefor, in full force and effect through the close of business on the Closing
Date, and Buyer shall become solely responsible for all insurance coverage and related risk of loss based on events occurring after the Closing
Date with respect to the Business. All proceeds of insurance payable (in excess of any deductible, retention or self-insurance amount) in
respect of any event that occurs on or before the Cut-Off Date, to the extent that the proceeds are for damaged properties or assets that
constitute Assets and would otherwise be payable to Seller or its Affiliates, shall be received by Seller and (a) to the extent the damage to the
Assets to which the proceeds pertain has not been repaired or restored or paid for by Seller, shall be paid over to Buyer at the Closing, or, if no
proceeds have been received before the Closing, Seller shall assign any of its claims thereto to Buyer promptly following the Closing Date,
and (b) to the extent the damage to the Assets to which the proceeds pertain has been repaired or restored or paid for by Seller, shall be
retained by Seller on or prior to the Closing, or, if no proceeds have been received before the Closing, Seller shall be entitled to all claims
thereto. Provided that Seller complies with Sellers obligations under this Section 8.4, neither the occurrence of any casualty damage nor the
payment, receipt or collection of insurance proceeds shall be included or accounted for in any way under the provisions of Section 3.2 or in
the determination of Final Working Capital. To the extent that after the Closing any party hereto requires any information regarding claim
data, payroll or other information in order to make filing with insurance carriers or self insurance regulators from another party hereto, the
other party will promptly supply such information.
(b) After the Closing, at the request of Buyer, Seller shall use commercially reasonable efforts to procure all proceeds of insurance
payable in respect of any claim that is an Assumed Liability and that arises out of any occurrence on or prior to the Cut-Off Date for which
Seller or any of the Companies is insured under Sellers employee practices policy or
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automobile liability policy covering the Business or the Assets. Any insurance recovery in respect of any such claim received by Seller or any
of its Affiliates shall be remitted to Buyer (after deducting therefrom any deductible, retention or self-insurance amount that has not previously
been paid or reimbursed by Buyer and the full amount of any expenses incurred by Seller or any of its Affiliates in procuring such recovery).
Section 8.5 Consents. Buyer acknowledges that (i) certain consents (including consents contingent on the fulfillment of certain
conditions), approvals, waivers, agreements, or actions of, or (with or without lapse of time) notice to, third parties relating to the transactions
contemplated by this Agreement may be required under instruments, contracts, commitments, agreements or arrangements (including the
Leasehold Interests and Real Estate Agreements) (the Required Consents), which Required Consents have not been obtained or are
themselves subject to conditions not fulfilled as of the Closing, and (ii) certain governmental franchises, approvals, permits, licenses, orders,
registrations, certificates, variances and similar rights may be required in order for Buyer to conduct the Business and own the Assets
following the Cut-Off Date in the same manner in which the Business was conducted and the Assets were owned prior to the Cut-Off Date.
Except as otherwise expressly provided in Section 2.2 or this Section 8.5 and subject to compliance with Sections 2.2 and 7.3 and this Section
8.5, Seller and the Companies shall not have any liability whatsoever to Buyer arising out of or relating to the failure to obtain any Required
Consents or any such governmental franchises, approvals, permits, licenses, orders, registrations, certificates, variances or similar rights that
may be required. Subject to Sellers compliance with Sections 2.2 and 7.3 and this Section 8.5, no representation, warranty or covenant of
Seller or any Company contained herein shall be breached or deemed breached, and no condition shall be deemed not satisfied, based on (A)
the failure to obtain any such Required Consents or any such governmental franchises, approvals, permits, licenses, orders, registrations,
certificates, variances or similar rights or (B) any lawsuit, action, claim, proceeding or investigation commenced or threatened by or on behalf
of any Person arising out of or relating to the failure to obtain any such Required Consents or any such governmental franchises, approvals,
permits, licenses, orders, registrations, certificates, variances or similar rights; provided, however, that nothing stated herein shall supersede
the conditions set forth in Sections 9.1, 9.2, 10.1 and 10.2 or the obligations of Seller under Section 2.2 or 7.3 or this Section 8.5. At the
request of Buyer, Seller shall use its commercially reasonable efforts to obtain, and cooperate with Buyer in any reasonable manner in
connection with Buyer obtaining, any Required Consents and any governmental franchises, approvals, permits, licenses, orders, registrations,
certificates, variances or similar rights; provided, however, that such action shall not include any requirement of Seller or any of its Affiliates
to commence or participate in any litigation, make any payments or offer or grant any accommodation or undertake any liability or obligation
(in each case financial or otherwise) to any third party (including any Governmental Body) unless in the case of any cost or expense incurred
by Seller or any of its Affiliates, Buyer agrees to reimburse Seller for such cost or expense arising from any action by Seller or such Affiliate
requested by Buyer.
Section 8.6 Fees and Expenses. Except as provided in this Section 8.6 and in Section 8.10 or as otherwise expressly set forth in this
Agreement, whether or not the transactions contemplated hereby are consummated, all costs and expenses incurred in connection with this
Agreement and the transactions contemplated hereby, including the fees and
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disbursements of counsel, financial advisors and accountants, shall be paid by the party incurring such costs and expenses, provided that all
expenses incurred in connection with obtaining any updated title commitments shall be paid by Buyer.
Section 8.7 Gift Cards, Etc; Return Policies. Following the Cut-Off Date, without recourse to Seller or any Company, Buyer shall
manage and honor, in accordance with their respective terms, all Seller Gift Programs with respect to all loyalty program awards, frequent
shopper awards, gift certificates, gift cards, merchandise vouchers, coupons and refunds purchased, issued or earned in connection with the
Business on or before the Cut-Off Date. For the 120-day period following the Cut-Off Date, Buyer shall honor all Seller Return Policies with
respect to products sold in connection with the Business on or before the Cut-Off Date, without recourse to Seller or any Company.
Section 8.8 HIPAA Confidentiality. Buyer shall enter into such confidentiality agreements with respect to all Books and Records
relating to the Transferred Employees as may be required under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, as amended,
and the rules and regulations promulgated thereunder (HIPAA). Seller and the Companies may withhold from Buyer any portions of such
Books and Records that contain protected health information on Transferred Employees or their dependents to the extent Seller and the
Companies reasonably determine based on advice of counsel that disclosure of such information to Buyer would violate HIPAA. Seller and
the Companies will cooperate with Buyer to the extent that, in connection with making offers of employment to Business Employees, Buyer
seeks any release of records from any Business Employee as may be required under HIPAA. To the extent permitted by Requirements of Law,
Seller will provide information relating to Business Employees to the extent Buyer reasonably requests such information and such information
is necessary for Buyer to make offers of employment to Business Employees.
Section 8.9 Non-Solicitation of Employees. Neither Seller nor any of its Affiliates shall (a) for a period of one year from the date of this
Agreement, solicit the services, as employee, consultant or otherwise, (or cause or seek to cause to leave the employ of Buyer or any of its
subsidiaries) any Transferred Employee or (b) for a period of two years from the date of this Agreement, solicit the services, as employee,
consultant or otherwise, (or cause or seek to cause to leave the employ of Buyer or any of its subsidiaries) any Transferred Employee at or
above the level of store manager in the Business; provided, however, that the foregoing shall not apply (i) with respect to any Transferred
Employee as to whom conversations were initiated by such Transferred Employee after such Transferred Employee was discharged from or
resigned employment with Buyer or any of its subsidiaries or (ii) with respect to any public advertisement or general solicitation (or any hiring
pursuant thereto) that is not specifically targeted at Transferred Employees. Each of Buyer and Seller agrees to cooperate with the other party
to correct any inadvertent breach of this Section 8.9 by Seller or any of its Affiliates.
Section 8.10 SEC Financials. (a) Seller shall deliver to Buyer within 60 days following the Closing Date, (i) the audited balance sheet of
the Business as of January 29, 2005 and the related statements of income, shareholders equity and cash flows of the Business for the fiscal
year ended January 29, 2005, in a form that, at the time of delivery, Seller reasonably believes to have been prepared in accordance with
GAAP as required by Regulation S-X (collectively, the SEC Financials), together with supplemental quarterly information, and (ii)
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an unqualified report of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PWC) on the SEC Financials, together with PWCs consent to include the SEC
Financials in Buyers SEC filings. Buyer shall reimburse Seller for up to $300,000 of the reasonable out-of-pocket costs and expenses paid by
Seller to PWC in connection with the financial statements and related matters contemplated by this Section 8.10, and Seller shall be
responsible for such costs and expenses in excess of $300,000. Each of Seller and Buyer acknowledges and agrees that it is their intention for
the SEC Financials and the related supplemental quarterly information to be prepared in accordance with (A) GAAP on a basis consistent with
the principles historically applied by Seller and (B) the requirements of Regulation S-X.
(b) Prior to the Closing, Seller shall use commercially reasonable efforts to give to Buyer and any of its Affiliates such assistance as
shall reasonably be requested by Buyer or any of its Affiliates in connection with any private placement or any registration or registered
offering of any security or any periodic report required by applicable Requirements of Law. Any out-of-pocket costs incurred by Seller in
connection with the foregoing shall promptly be reimbursed by Buyer.
Section 8.11 Mortgages and Other Encumbrances. Prior to Closing or within a reasonable time thereafter, Seller shall obtain either a
release or discharge of (or obtain the commitment of a title insurance company to provide title insurance over) any mortgage, deed of trust or
deed to secure debt granted by Seller or any Company and encumbering Sellers or any Companys interest in the Owned Real Estate. Seller
shall, at the reasonable request of Buyer, use commercially reasonable efforts to cooperate with Buyer to obtain the release of (or obtain the
commitment of a title insurance company to provide title insurance over) any judgment liens on Real Estate reflected in the current title
commitments set forth on Schedule 1.1(c). Seller shall cooperate with Buyer to sign the necessary releases to obtain the release of any other
Encumbrances on the Assets; provided, however, that such action shall not include any requirement of Seller or any of its Affiliates to make
any payments or offer or grant any accommodation or undertake any liability or obligation (in each case financial or otherwise) to any third
party (including any Governmental Body) unless in the case of any cost or expense incurred by Seller or any of its Affiliates, Buyer agrees to
reimburse Seller for such cost or expense arising from any action by Seller or such Affiliate requested by Buyer. Notwithstanding anything to
the contrary contained herein, the failure to obtain any release, discharge or commitment pursuant to this Section 8.11 shall not be a condition
to Buyers obligation to consummate the transactions contemplated by this Agreement. Nothing contained in this Section 8.11 shall relieve
Seller of its obligations under, or be deemed to satisfy the condition set forth in, Section 9.6.
Section 8.12 Certain Litigation. Following the Closing, Buyer shall comply with the obligations set forth in item 5(b) of Schedule
2.3(b)(xi).
ARTICLE IX
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO OBLIGATIONS OF BUYER
The obligations of Buyer under this Agreement shall, at the option of Buyer (to the extent permissible under applicable law), be subject
to the satisfaction, on or prior to the Closing Date, of the following conditions:
Section 9.1 HSR Act. The waiting period (and any extension thereof) applicable to the consummation of the transactions contemplated
hereby under the HSR Act shall have expired or been terminated.
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Section 9.2 No Order. No court or other Governmental Body having jurisdiction over Buyer or Seller shall have issued any order, decree
or ruling which is then in effect and has the effect of restraining or prohibiting the purchase and sale of any material portion of the Assets.
Section 9.3 Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties of Seller contained in this Agreement, when read
without any exception or qualification for materiality or Material Adverse Effect, shall be true and correct on the Closing Date as though made
on the Closing Date (or on the date when made in the case of any representation or warranty which specifically relates to an earlier date),
except for (a) changes therein specifically permitted by this Agreement or resulting from any transaction expressly consented to in writing by
Buyer or any transaction permitted by this Agreement and (b) failures of representations and warranties to be true and correct which,
individually or in the aggregate, are not reasonably expected to have a Material Adverse Effect.
Section 9.4 Performance of Obligations. Seller shall have performed in all material respects all of its material covenants and agreements
required by this Agreement to be performed at or prior to the Closing, including the delivery of the items listed in Section 4.4.
Section 9.5 Closing Certificate. There shall have been delivered to Buyer a certificate dated the Closing Date, signed on behalf of Seller
by a duly authorized officer of Seller, confirming the satisfaction of the conditions set forth in Sections 9.3 and 9.4.
Section 9.6 Release of Encumbrances. Buyer shall have received reasonably satisfactory evidence that any Encumbrances on the Assets
imposed by the Credit Agreement have been, or promptly following the Closing will be, released.
ARTICLE X
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT TO OBLIGATIONS OF SELLER
The obligations of Seller under this Agreement shall, at the option of Seller (to the extent permissible under applicable law), be subject
to the satisfaction, on or prior to the Closing Date, of the following conditions:
Section 10.1 HSR Act. The waiting period (and any extension thereof) applicable to the consummation of the transactions contemplated
hereby under the HSR Act shall have expired or been terminated.
Section 10.2 No Order. No court or other Governmental Body having jurisdiction over Buyer or Seller shall have issued any order,
decree or ruling which is then in effect and has the effect of restraining or prohibiting the purchase and sale of any material portion of the
Assets.
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Section 10.3 Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties of Buyer contained in this Agreement, when read
without any exception or qualification for materiality, shall be true and correct in all material respects on the Closing Date as though made on
the Closing Date, except for changes therein specifically permitted by this Agreement or resulting from any transaction expressly consented to
in writing by Seller or any transaction permitted by this Agreement.
Section 10.4 Performance of Obligations. Buyer shall have performed in all material respects all of its material covenants and
agreements required by this Agreement to be performed at or prior to the Closing, including the delivery of the items listed in Section 4.3.
Section 10.5 Closing Certificate. There shall have been delivered to Seller a certificate dated the Closing Date, signed on behalf of Buyer
by a duly authorized officer of Buyer, confirming the satisfaction of the conditions set forth in Sections 10.3 and 10.4.
ARTICLE XI
INDEMNIFICATION
Section 11.1 Indemnification by Seller. (a) From and after the Closing, Seller agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Buyer Group
Member from and against any and all Losses and Expenses incurred by such Buyer Group Member in connection with or arising from:
(i) any breach of any warranty or the inaccuracy of any representation of Seller contained in this Agreement or the certificate
delivered by or on behalf of Seller pursuant to Section 9.5 (for purposes of this Section 11.1(a)(i), other than with respect to Sections
5.20 and 5.23, such representations and warranties shall be read without reference to qualifications as to materiality, including the words
material and Material Adverse Effect set forth therein);
(ii) any breach by Seller of, or failure by Seller to perform, any of its covenants or obligations contained in this Agreement; and
(iii) the Excluded Liabilities;
provided, however, that Seller shall be required to indemnify and hold harmless under Section 11.1(a)(i) with respect to Losses and Expenses
incurred by Buyer Group Members only to the extent that:
(x) the amount of Loss and Expense suffered by Buyer Group Members related to each individual claim exceeds $65,000 (in which
event, subject to clauses (y) and (z) below, Seller shall indemnify Buyer for the full amount of such Loss and Expense (including the
initial $65,000));
(y) the aggregate amount of such Losses and Expenses (other than Losses and Expenses excluded by clause (x) above) exceeds
$10,000,000 (in which case, subject to clause (z) below, Seller shall indemnify Buyer only for all Losses and Expenses in excess of
$10,000,000); and
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(z) the aggregate amount required to be paid by Seller pursuant to Section 11.1(a)(i) shall not exceed $60,000,000.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, none of the limitations set forth in clauses (x), (y) and (z) above shall apply with respect to Sellers
indemnification obligations relating to Section 5.3(a).
(b) The indemnification provided for in Section 11.1(a) (except for the indemnification provided for in Section 11.1(a)(iii), which shall
survive indefinitely) shall terminate 12 months after the Closing Date (and no claims shall be made by any Buyer Group Member under
Section 11.1(a) thereafter), except that the indemnification by Seller shall continue as to:
(i) the covenants of Seller set forth in Sections 8.9 and 13.6, which shall survive for 180 days following the period of time set forth
therein;
(ii) the representation set forth in Section 5.3(a) and the covenants of Seller set forth in Articles II and III and Sections 8.2, 8.3, 8.4,
8.5, 8.6, 8.8, 8.11 and 13.12, which shall survive until the expiration of the relevant statutory period of limitations applicable to the
underlying claim, giving effect to any waiver, mitigation or extension thereof; and
(iii) any Losses or Expenses of which any Buyer Group Member has validly given a Claim Notice to Seller in accordance with the
requirements of Section 11.3 on or prior to the date such indemnification would otherwise terminate in accordance with this Section
11.1(b), as to which the obligation of Seller shall continue solely with respect to the specific matters in such Claim Notice until the
liability of Seller shall have been determined pursuant to this Article XI, and Seller shall have reimbursed all Buyer Group Members for
the full amount of such Losses and Expenses that are payable with respect to such Claim Notice in accordance with this Article XI.
Section 11.2 Indemnification by Buyer. (a) From and after the Closing, Buyer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Seller Group
Member from and against any and all Losses and Expenses incurred by such Seller Group Member in connection with or arising from:
(i) any breach of any warranty or the inaccuracy of any representation of Buyer contained in this Agreement or the certificate
delivered by or on behalf of Buyer pursuant to Section 10.5 (for purposes of this Section 11.2(a)(i), such representations and warranties
shall be read without reference to qualifications as to materiality, including the word material set forth therein);
(ii) any breach by Buyer of, or failure by Buyer to perform, any of its covenants and obligations contained in this Agreement; and
(iii) any Assumed Liability;
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provided, however, that Buyer shall be required to indemnify and hold harmless under Section 11.2(a)(i) with respect to Losses and Expenses
incurred by Seller Group Members only to the extent that:
(x) the amount of Loss and Expense suffered by Seller Group Members related to each individual claim exceeds $65,000 (in which
event, subject to clauses (y) and (z) below, Buyer shall indemnify Seller for the full amount of such Loss and Expense (including the
initial $65,000));
(y) the aggregate amount of such Losses and Expenses (other than Losses and Expenses excluded by clause (x) above) exceeds
$10,000,000 (in which case, subject to clause (z) below, Buyer shall indemnify Seller only for all Losses and Expenses in excess of
$10,000,000); and
(z) the aggregate amount required to be paid by Buyer pursuant to Section 11.2(a)(i) shall not exceed $60,000,000.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, none of the limitations set forth in clauses (x), (y) and (z) above shall apply with respect to Buyers
indemnification obligations relating to Section 6.2(a).
(b) The indemnification provided for in Section 11.2(a) (excluding the indemnification provided for in Section 11.2(a)(iii), which shall
survive indefinitely) shall terminate 12 months after the Closing Date (and no claims shall be made by any Seller Group Member under
Section 11.2(a) thereafter), except that the indemnification by Buyer shall continue as to:
(i) the covenants of Buyer set forth in Section 13.6, which shall survive for 180 days following the period of time set forth therein;
(ii) the representation set forth in Section 6.2(a), the covenants of Buyer set forth in Articles II and III and Sections 7.7, 8.1, 8.2,
8.3 8.5, 8.6, 8.8, 8.12 and 13.12, which shall survive until the expiration of the relevant statutory period of limitations applicable to the
underlying claim, giving effect to any waiver, mitigation or extension thereof; and
(iii) any Losses or Expenses of which any Seller Group Member has validly given a Claim Notice to Buyer in accordance with the
requirements of Section 11.3 on or prior to the date such indemnification would otherwise terminate in accordance with this Section
11.2(b), as to which the obligation of Buyer shall continue solely with respect to the specific matters in such Claim Notice until the
liability of Buyer shall have been determined pursuant to this Article XI, and Buyer shall have reimbursed all Seller Group Members for
the full amount of such Losses and Expenses that are payable with respect to such Claim Notice in accordance with this Article XI.
Section 11.3 Notice of Claims. Any Buyer Group Member or Seller Group Member seeking indemnification hereunder (the
Indemnified Party) shall give promptly to the party obligated to provide indemnification to such Indemnified Party (the Indemnitor) a
notice (a Claim Notice) describing in reasonable detail the facts giving rise to the claim for
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indemnification hereunder and shall include in such Claim Notice (if then known) the amount or the method of computation of the amount of
such claim, and a reference to the provision of this Agreement or any other agreement, document or instrument executed hereunder or in
connection herewith upon which such claim is based; provided, however, that a Claim Notice in respect of any action at law or suit in equity
by or against a third Person as to which indemnification will be sought shall be given promptly after the action or suit is commenced. The
failure to give notice as provided in this Section 11.3 shall not relieve the Indemnitor of its obligations hereunder except to the extent it shall
have been materially prejudiced by such failure.
Section 11.4 Determination of Amount. (a) In calculating any Loss or Expense there shall be deducted any insurance recovery in respect
thereof (and no right of subrogation shall accrue hereunder to any insurer). Each party agrees to use commercially reasonable efforts to make
any such insurance recovery. Buyer and Seller agree that, for purposes of computing the amount of any indemnification payment under this
Article XI, any such indemnification payment shall be treated as an adjustment to the Purchase Price for all Tax purposes. If Seller is required
to indemnify a Buyer Group Member pursuant to the provisions of Section 11.1, and the cost, expense or liability for which the
indemnification is sought under Section 11.1 has provided any Buyer Group Member with a Tax benefit actually saved or recovered, the
amount of such Tax benefit that has been realized or received, after taking into consideration all costs and expenses incurred in obtaining such
Tax savings, shall reduce Sellers liability to indemnify a Buyer Group Member under Section 11.1.
(b) After the giving of any Claim Notice pursuant to Section 11.3, the amount of indemnification to which an Indemnified Party shall be
entitled under this Article XI shall be determined: (i) by the written agreement between the Indemnified Party and the Indemnitor; (ii) by a
final judgment or decree of any court of competent jurisdiction; or (iii) by any other means to which the Indemnified Party and the Indemnitor
shall agree. The judgment or decree of a court shall be deemed final when the time for appeal, if any, shall have expired and no appeal shall
have been taken or when all appeals taken shall have been finally determined. The Indemnified Party shall have the burden of proof in
establishing the amount of Losses and Expenses suffered by it.
Section 11.5 Third Person Claims. (a) Any party seeking indemnification provided for under this Agreement in respect of, arising out of
or involving a claim or demand made by any third Person against the Indemnified Party shall notify the Indemnitor in writing, and in
reasonable detail, of the third Person claim within five business days after receipt by such Indemnified Party of written notice of the third
Person claim. Thereafter, the Indemnified Party shall deliver to the Indemnitor, within 10 business days after the Indemnified Partys receipt
thereof, copies of all notices and documents (including court papers) received by the Indemnitor relating to the third Person claim.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, should a party be physically served with a complaint with regard to a third Person claim, the Indemnified Party
shall notify the Indemnitor with a copy of the complaint within five business days after receipt thereof and shall deliver to the Indemnitor
within 10 business days after the receipt of such complaint copies of notices and documents (including court papers) received by the
Indemnified Party relating to the third Person claim. The failure to give notice as provided in this Section 11.5 shall not relieve the Indemnitor
of its obligations hereunder except to the extent it shall have been materially prejudiced by such failure.
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(b) In the event any legal proceeding shall be threatened or instituted or any claim or demand shall be asserted by any Person in respect
of which payment may be sought by one party hereto from the other party under the provisions of this Article XI, the Indemnified Party shall
promptly cause written notice of the assertion of any such claim of which it has knowledge which is covered by this indemnity to be
forwarded to the Indemnitor. Any notice of a claim by reason of any of the representations, warranties or covenants contained in this
Agreement shall contain a reference to the provision of this Agreement or any other agreement, document or instrument executed hereunder or
in connection herewith upon which such claim is based, the facts giving rise to an alleged basis for the claim and (if then known) the amount
of the liability asserted against the Indemnitor by reason of the claim. In the event of the initiation of any legal proceeding against the
Indemnified Party by a third Person, the Indemnitor shall have the sole and absolute right after the receipt of notice, at its option and at its own
expense, to be represented by counsel of its choice and to control, defend against, negotiate, settle or otherwise deal with any proceeding,
claim or demand which relates to any loss, liability or damage indemnified against hereunder; provided, however, that the Indemnified Party
may participate in any such proceeding with counsel of its choice and at its expense. The parties hereto agree to cooperate fully with each
other in connection with the defense, negotiation or settlement of any such legal proceeding, claim or demand. To the extent the Indemnitor
elects not to defend such proceeding, claim or demand (or fails to assume the defense of such proceeding, claim or demand within a
reasonable time period), and the Indemnified Party defends against or otherwise deals with any such proceeding, claim or demand, the
Indemnified Party may retain counsel of its choice, at the expense of the Indemnitor, and control the defense of such proceeding. Neither the
Indemnitor nor the Indemnified Party may settle any such proceeding which settlement obligates the other party to pay money, to perform
obligations or to admit liability without the consent of the other party, such consent not to be unreasonably withheld. After any final judgment
or award shall have been rendered by a court, arbitration board or administrative agency of competent jurisdiction and the time in which to
appeal therefrom has expired, or a settlement shall have been consummated, or the Indemnified Party and the Indemnitor shall arrive at a
mutually binding agreement with respect to each separate matter alleged to be indemnified by the Indemnitor hereunder, the Indemnified Party
shall forward to the Indemnitor notice of any sums due and owing by it with respect to such matter and the Indemnitor shall pay all of the
sums so owing to the Indemnified Party by wire transfer, certified or bank cashiers check within 10 business days after the date of such
notice.
Section 11.6 Limitations. (a) In any case where an Indemnified Party recovers from third Persons any amount in respect of a matter with
respect to which an Indemnitor has indemnified it pursuant to this Article XI, such Indemnified Party shall promptly pay over to the
Indemnitor the amount so recovered (after deducting therefrom the full amount of the expenses incurred by it in procuring such recovery), but
not in excess of the sum of (i) any amount previously so paid by the Indemnitor to or on behalf of the Indemnified Party in respect of such
matter and (ii) any amount expended by the Indemnitor in pursuing or defending any claim arising out of such matter.
(b) EXCEPT IN CONNECTION WITH THIRD-PERSON CLAIMS, IN NO EVENT SHALL ANY PARTY BE LIABLE FOR ANY
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL (INCLUDING LOSS OF REVENUES OR PROFITS), EXEMPLARY OR
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PUNITIVE DAMAGES ARISING UNDER ANY LEGAL OR EQUITABLE THEORY OR ARISING UNDER OR IN CONNECTION
WITH THIS AGREEMENT, ALL OF WHICH ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY AGREEMENT OF THE PARTIES REGARDLESS OF
WHETHER OR NOT ANY PARTY TO THIS AGREEMENT HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
(c) Except for remedies that cannot be waived as a matter of law and injunctive and provisional relief (including specific performance),
if the Closing occurs, this Article XI shall be the exclusive remedy of the parties hereto for breaches of this Agreement (including any
covenant, obligation, representation or warranty contained in this Agreement or in any certificate delivered pursuant to this Agreement) or
otherwise in respect of the sale of the Assets contemplated hereby. In furtherance of the foregoing, each party hereto hereby waives, to the
fullest extent permitted under applicable law, any and all rights, claims and causes of action of such party against the other party arising under
this Agreement or under any certificate delivered pursuant to this Agreement as a matter of equity or under or based upon any federal, state,
provincial, local or foreign statute, law, ordinance, rule or regulation (including those relating to Environmental Laws) or arising under or
based upon common law or otherwise, except that this Section 11.6(c) shall not limit the remedies of a party with respect to a claim based on
fraud.
Section 11.7 Mitigation. Each of the parties agrees to take all reasonable steps to mitigate their respective Losses and Expenses upon and
after becoming aware of any event or condition which could reasonably be expected to give rise to any Losses and Expenses that are
indemnifiable hereunder.
ARTICLE XII
TERMINATION
Section 12.1 Termination. Anything contained in this Agreement to the contrary notwithstanding, this Agreement may be terminated at
any time prior to the Closing:
(a) by the mutual written consent of Buyer and Seller;
(b) by Seller upon 10 business days notice to Buyer if any of the conditions in Article X shall have become incapable of fulfillment at
the Closing and shall not have been waived in writing by Seller, provided that Sellers right to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this
Section 12.1(b) shall not be available to Seller if Sellers failure to fulfill any of its obligations contained in this Agreement has been the cause
of, or resulted in, the failure of the conditions of Article X to be capable of fulfillment at the Closing;
(c) by Buyer upon 10 business days notice to Seller if any of the conditions in Article IX shall have become incapable of fulfillment at
the Closing and shall not have been waived in writing by Buyer, provided that Buyers right to terminate this Agreement pursuant to this
Section 12.1(c) shall not be available to Buyer if Buyers failure to fulfill any of its obligations contained in this Agreement has been the
cause of, or resulted in, the failure of the conditions of Article IX to be capable of fulfillment at the Closing;
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(d) by Buyer or Seller if any court or other Governmental Body having jurisdiction over Buyer or Seller shall have issued a final and
non-appealable order, decree or ruling permanently restraining, enjoining or otherwise prohibiting the purchase and sale of any material
portion of the Assets; or
(e) by Buyer or Seller if the Closing shall not have occurred on or before August 1, 2005 (or such later date as may be agreed to in
writing to Buyer and Seller); provided, however, that either party may by written notice to the other party delivered on or before August 1,
2005 extend such date until any date prior to December 31, 2005 if the failure of the Closing to have occurred on or before August 1, 2005
shall have resulted from the failure of the condition set forth in Sections 9.1 and 10.1 and provided further that the right to terminate this
Agreement pursuant to this Section 12.1(e) shall not be available to any party whose failure to fulfill any of its obligations contained in this
Agreement has been the cause of, or resulted in, the failure of the Closing to have occurred on or prior to the aforesaid dates.
Section 12.2 Notice of Termination. Any party desiring to terminate this Agreement pursuant to Section 12.1 shall give written notice of
such termination to the other party to this Agreement.
Section 12.3 Effect of Termination. If this Agreement is terminated pursuant to this Article XII, all further obligations of the parties
under this Agreement (other than this Section 12.3 (Effect of Termination), Section 8.6 (Fees and Expenses), and Article XIII
(Miscellaneous), which provisions shall each survive such termination) shall terminate; provided, however, that nothing in this Section 12.3
shall relieve any party from any liability for a willful breach of this Agreement.
ARTICLE XIII
MISCELLANEOUS
Section 13.1 Survival of Representations and Warranties. The representations and warranties contained in this Agreement shall survive
the Closing only for the period during which an indemnification claim is permitted to be made pursuant to Article XI, after which time such
representations and warranties shall terminate and the parties shall have no rights or remedies thereafter with respect to any breach of such
representations or warranties.
Section 13.2 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the internal laws (as opposed to
the conflicts of law provisions) of the State of New York.
Section 13.3 No Public Announcement. Neither Buyer nor Seller shall, without the approval of the other, make any press release or other
public announcement concerning the transactions contemplated by this Agreement, except as and to the extent that any such party shall be so
obligated by law, in which case the other party shall be advised and the parties shall use their commercially reasonable efforts to cause a
mutually agreeable release or announcement to be issued; provided, however, that the foregoing shall not preclude communications or
disclosures necessary to implement the provisions of this Agreement or to comply with SEC disclosure obligations or the rules of any United
States or foreign stock exchange.
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Section 13.4 Notices. All notices or other communications required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing and shall be delivered
personally, by facsimile or sent by private courier or by registered or certified mail, and shall be deemed given when so delivered personally,
by facsimile or by private courier or, if mailed, two business days after the mailing, as follows:
If to Buyer, to:
Belk, Inc.
2801 West Tyvola Road
Charlotte, North Carolina 28217
Facsimile: (704) 357-1883
Attention: Ralph A. Pitts
with a copy to:
King & Spalding LLP
191 Peachtree Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Facsimile: (404) 572-5100
Attention: John D. Capers, Jr.
If to Seller, to:
Saks Incorporated
750 Lakeshore Parkway
Birmingham, Alabama 35211
Facsimile: (205) 940-4468
Attention: Executive Vice President and General Counsel
with a copy to:
Sidley Austin Brown & Wood LLP
10 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603
Facsimile: (312) 853-7036
Attention: Michael S. Sigal and Gary D. Gerstman
or to such other address as such party may indicate by a notice delivered to the other party hereto.
Section 13.5 Successors and Assigns. (a) The rights of either party under this Agreement shall not be assignable by such party hereto
prior to the Closing without the prior written consent of the other party.
(b) Following the Closing, neither party may assign any of its rights hereunder to any third Person without the prior written consent of
the other party, except that either party may assign its rights hereunder to an Affiliate. Any assignment hereunder (whether before or after the
Closing) shall not relieve the assigning party of its obligations hereunder. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
parties hereto and their successors and permitted assigns. Nothing in this Agreement, expressed or implied, is intended
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or shall be construed to confer upon any Person other than the parties and successors and assigns permitted by this Section 13.5 any right,
remedy or claim under or by reason of this Agreement.
Section 13.6 Access to Records after Closing. (a) For a period of six years after the Closing Date, Seller and its representatives shall
have reasonable access to all of the books and records of the Business to the extent that such access may reasonably be required by Seller in
connection with matters relating to or affected by the operations of the Business prior to the Cut-Off Date. Such access shall be afforded by
Buyer upon receipt of reasonable advance notice and during normal business hours. Seller shall be solely responsible for any costs or expenses
incurred by it pursuant to this Section 13.6(a). If Buyer shall desire to dispose of any of such books and records prior to the expiration of such
six-year period, Buyer shall, prior to such disposition, give Seller a reasonable opportunity, at Sellers expense, to segregate and remove such
books and records as Seller may select.
(b) For a period of six years after the Closing Date, Buyer and its representatives shall have reasonable access to all of the books and
records relating to the Business which Seller or any of its Affiliates may retain after the Closing Date. Such access shall be afforded by Seller
and its Affiliates upon receipt of reasonable advance notice and during normal business hours. Buyer shall be solely responsible for any costs
and expenses incurred by it pursuant to this Section 13.6(b). If Seller or any of its Affiliates shall desire to dispose of any of such books and
records prior to the expiration of such six-year period, Seller shall, prior to such disposition, give Buyer a reasonable opportunity, at Buyers
expense, to segregate and remove such books and records as Buyer may select.
Section 13.7 Entire Agreement; Amendments. This Agreement, the exhibits and schedules referred to herein, the documents delivered
pursuant hereto and the Confidentiality Agreement contain the entire understanding of the parties hereto with regard to the subject matter
contained herein or therein, and supersede all other prior representations, warranties, agreements, understandings or letters of intent between
or among any of the parties hereto. This Agreement shall not be amended, modified or supplemented except by a written instrument signed by
an authorized representative of each of the parties hereto.
Section 13.8 Interpretation. Articles, titles and headings to sections herein are inserted for convenience of reference only and are not
intended to be a part of or to affect the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement. The schedules and exhibits referred to herein shall be
construed with and as an integral part of this Agreement to the same extent as if they were set forth verbatim herein. Disclosure of any fact or
item in any schedule hereto referenced by a particular section in this Agreement shall be deemed to have been disclosed with respect to every
other section in this Agreement if it is reasonably apparent from the disclosure that the disclosure should apply to other sections in this
Agreement. Neither the specification of any dollar amount in any representation or warranty contained in this Agreement nor the inclusion of
any specific item in any schedule hereto is intended to imply that such amount, or higher or lower amounts, or the item so included or other
items, are or are not material, and no party shall use the fact of the setting forth of any such amount or the inclusion of any such item in any
dispute or controversy between the parties as to whether any obligation, item or matter not described herein or included in any schedule is or is
not material for purposes of this Agreement. Unless this Agreement specifically provides otherwise, neither the specification of any item or
matter in any
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representation or warranty contained in this Agreement nor the inclusion of any specific item in any schedule hereto is intended to imply that
such item or matter, or other items or matters, are or are not in the ordinary course of business, and no party shall use the fact of the setting
forth or the inclusion of any such item or matter in any dispute or controversy between the parties as to whether any obligation, item or matter
not described herein or included in any schedule is or is not in the ordinary course of business for purposes of this Agreement.
Section 13.9 Waivers. Any term or provision of this Agreement may be waived, or the time for its performance may be extended, by the
party or parties entitled to the benefit thereof. Any such waiver shall be validly and sufficiently authorized for the purposes of this Agreement
if, as to any party, it is authorized in writing by an authorized representative of such party. The failure of any party hereto to enforce at any
time any provision of this Agreement shall not be construed to be a waiver of such provision, nor in any way to affect the validity of this
Agreement or any part hereof or the right of any party thereafter to enforce each and every such provision. No waiver of any breach of this
Agreement shall be held to constitute a waiver of any other or subsequent breach.
Section 13.10 Partial Invalidity. Wherever possible, each provision hereof shall be interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid
under applicable law, but in case any one or more of the provisions contained herein shall, for any reason, be held to be invalid, illegal or
unenforceable in any respect, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent, but only to the extent, of such invalidity, illegality or
unenforceability without invalidating the remainder of such invalid, illegal or unenforceable provision or provisions or any other provisions
hereof, unless such a construction would be unreasonable.
Section 13.11 Execution in Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall be
considered an original instrument, but all of which shall be considered one and the same agreement, and shall become binding when one or
more counterparts have been signed by each of the parties hereto and delivered to Seller and Buyer.
Section 13.12 Further Assurances. From time to time following the Closing, Seller shall execute and deliver, or cause to be executed and
delivered, to Buyer such other instruments of conveyance and transfer as Buyer may reasonably request or as may be otherwise necessary to
more effectively convey and transfer to, and vest in, Buyer and put Buyer in possession of, any part of the Assets; provided, however, that
Section 2.2 shall govern with respect to approvals, consents and waivers required in connection with the transfer of Contracts, Warranties and
Purchase Orders. From time to time following the Closing, Buyer shall execute and deliver, or cause to be executed and delivered, to Seller
such other instruments of assumption as Seller may reasonably request or as may be otherwise necessary to evidence the assumption by Buyer
of the Assumed Liabilities.
Section 13.13 Disclaimer of Warranties. Seller makes no representations or warranties with respect to any projections, forecasts or
forward-looking information provided to Buyer. There is no assurance that any projected or forecasted results will be achieved. EXCEPT AS
TO THOSE MATTERS EXPRESSLY COVERED BY THE REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES IN THIS AGREEMENT AND
THE CERTIFICATE DELIVERED BY
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SELLER PURSUANT TO SECTION 4.4(c), SELLER IS SELLING THE ASSETS ON AN AS IS, WHERE IS BASIS AND SELLER
DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, REPRESENTATIONS AND GUARANTEES WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. SELLER
MAKES NO REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY AS TO FITNESS, NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES WHATSOEVER. Buyer acknowledges that neither Seller nor
any of its representatives or any other Person has made any representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness
of any memoranda, charts or summaries heretofore made available by Seller or its representatives to Buyer or any other information which is
not included in this Agreement or the Schedules hereto, and neither Seller nor any of its representatives or any other Person will have or be
subject to any liability to Buyer, any Affiliate of Buyer or any other Person resulting from the distribution of any such information to, or use of
any such information by, Buyer, any Affiliate of Buyer or any of their agents, consultants, accountants, counsel or other representatives.
Section 13.14 Specific Performance. The parties hereto agree that irreparable damage would occur in the event that any of the provisions
of this Agreement were not performed in accordance with their specific terms or were otherwise breached. It is accordingly agreed that the
parties shall be entitled to an injunction or injunctions to prevent breaches of this Agreement and to enforce specifically the terms and
provisions hereof in any court of the United States or any state having jurisdiction, this being in addition to any other remedy to which they
are entitled at law or in equity.
Section 13.15 Waiver of Jury Trial. Each party hereto waives the right to a trial by jury in any litigation, proceeding or other legal action
in connection with or relating to this Agreement, any Company Ancillary Agreement, any Seller Ancillary Agreement or any Buyer Ancillary
Agreement or the transactions contemplated hereby or thereby.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed as of the day and year first above written.
SAKS INCORPORATED
By: /S/ DOUGLAS E. COLTHARP
Douglas E. Coltharp
Executive Vice President and Chief Financial
Officer
BELK, INC.
By: /S/ THOMAS M. BELK, JR.
Thomas M. Belk, Jr.
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Signature Page to Asset Purchase Agreement
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Exhibit 99.2

SAKS INCORPORATED AGREES TO SELL PROFFITTS/MCRAES TO BELK, INC. FOR $622 MILLION AND EXPLORE
STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES FOR NORTHERN DEPARTMENT STORE GROUP AND CLUB LIBBY LU

Saks will continue to operate Parisian and Saks Fifth Avenue Enterprises businesses
Contact:
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Julia Bentley
(865) 981-6243
www.saksincorporated.com

Birmingham, Alabama (April 29, 2005)  Retailer Saks Incorporated (NYSE: SKS; the Company) today announced plans for its Saks
Department Store Group (SDSG) business segment. These plans include selling its Proffitts/McRaes business to Belk, Inc. (Belk) for
$622 million; exploring strategic alternatives for its northern department store division and Club Libby Lu, which could include the sale of
one or both; and retaining and continuing to operate the Companys Parisian stores. The Company also will continue to operate its Saks Fifth
Avenue Enterprises (SFAE) business segment.
R. Brad Martin, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Saks Incorporated, said, Over the last several years, we have dedicated significant
management effort, investment, and resources into strengthening our SDSG franchises and positioning the business for future growth.
In conjunction with this focus, we have very carefully considered strategic options to improve the profitability of these assets and to enhance
shareholder value. As a result, we believe it is appropriate to divide the SDSG businesses into distinct enterprises and permit each to have its
own focused future. The decisions to sell Proffitts and McRaes, to explore strategic alternatives for our northern department store group and
Club Libby Lu, and to continue to operate Parisian were made very deliberately. We believe this strategy is in the long-term best interests of
our shareholders, our customers, and our associates.
Sale of Proffitts/McRaes to Belk
The Company has reached a definitive agreement with Belk, whereby Belk will acquire substantially all of the assets directly involved in the
Proffitts and McRaes operations in a cash transaction for $622 million, plus the assumption of approximately $1 million in capitalized lease
obligations and the assumption of certain other ordinary course liabilities associated with the acquired assets. The assets include the real and
personal property and inventory associated with 22 Proffitts stores and 25 McRaes stores. Belk will also assume operating leases on leased
store locations. The 47 Proffitts/McRaes stores being sold are located throughout 11 Southeastern states and generated revenues of
approximately $700 million in 2004.
The transaction is subject to various closing conditions, including the expiration or termination of all waiting periods under the Hart-ScottRodino Antitrust Improvements Act, and is expected to be completed in the second quarter of 2005.
Belk will offer all current Proffitts and McRaes store associates employment and will operate the Proffitts/McRaes headquarters in Alcoa
(metropolitan Knoxville), Tennessee for a transition period anticipated through September 2005. During that time, Proffitts/McRaes
corporate associates in the Alcoa headquarters will either be offered positions with Belk or will be given appropriate severance packages. Belk
also will contract with Saks Incorporated to provide certain support services, including information technology, credit services, and other back
office support functions, for a limited period of time.
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Exploring Strategic Alternatives for Northern Department Stores and Club Libby Lu
The Company also announced that it is exploring strategic alternatives for its northern department store division (as one entity), operating
under the nameplates of Bergners, Boston Store, Carson Pirie Scott, Herbergers, and Younkers, as well as its Club Libby Lu specialty store
business. The strategic alternatives could include the sale of the northern department store division and/or Club Libby Lu. Goldman Sachs &
Co. and Citigroup have been retained to advise the Company in this process as well as on the Proffitts/McRaes transaction. There can be no
assurance that this strategic alternative process will result in a transaction or transactions.
The northern department store group consists of 143 stores located throughout 12 Midwestern and Great Plains states which generated
revenues of approximately $2.2 billion in 2004. We believe it is the appropriate time to explore strategic alternatives for our northern
department store group, Martin said. We think there is a very bright future for this business and that the opportunity exists to gain trade-area
share in the midst of disruption associated with various merger integration activities currently taking place at our competitors. This strategic
alternative process can lead to an exciting and independent future for this business, as well as create shareholder value for Saks Incorporated.
The Company acquired specialty store retailer Club Libby Lu in May 2003. At that time, the experience-driven retail concept catering to preteen girls only had eleven stores in operation. Since the acquisition, the Company has refined and rapidly expanded the concept to 43 stores
and 23 in-store shops located within SDSG stores. Twenty additional Club Libby Lu stores and in-store shops are scheduled to open in 2005.
Club Libby Lu revenues were approximately $30 million in 2004. Martin noted, Club Libby Lu offers a truly unique assortment of products
and experiences for the tween customer. We believe there are both domestic and international growth opportunities for Club Libby Lu and
that this strategic alternative process also can result in an independent future for this high-growth business.
Retaining Operations of Parisian and SFAE
The Company will retain the operations of Parisian, which operates 38 stores in nine states and generated 2004 revenues of approximately
$700 million. Also, the Company will keep the McRaes stores in Tuscaloosa, Gadsden, and Dothan, Alabama, as well as the McRaes store
in the Riverchase Galleria in Birmingham. The Company will convert the Tuscaloosa and Gadsden locations into Parisian stores and will
explore options for the Dothan and Riverchase stores. Martin noted, Adding these locations to Parisians store base will strengthen our
extraordinary Parisian franchise in Alabama. Additionally, we have already announced plans to open a new Parisian store in metropolitan
Birmingham and to enter the new markets of Memphis, Tennessee and Little Rock and Rogers, Arkansas over the next 18 months. These
planned new units indicate Parisians growth potential, and we are excited about charting the future for and creating long-term value in this
very special business.
The Company also will continue to operate SFAE, which consists of 57 Saks Fifth Avenue stores, 52 Saks Off 5th stores, and saks.com and
generated 2004 revenues of approximately $2.7 billion. Martin said, 2004 was a year of solid progress at SFAE. We improved operating
performance while making strategic investments in the business; strengthened our real estate portfolio by opening select new stores and
closing others; continued to invest in the direct business; and began the process of fulfilling our promise to expertly deliver personalized
style to our customers through focused, world-class merchandise, service, and marketing strategies. We have established the foundation and
a clear direction for a very bright future in this business.
About the Companies
Saks Incorporated and SDSG
Saks Incorporated operates Saks Fifth Avenue Enterprises (SFAE), which consists of 57 Saks Fifth Avenue stores, 52 Saks Off 5th stores, and
saks.com. The Company also operates its Saks Department Store Group (SDSG) with 232 department stores under the names of Parisian,
Proffitts, McRaes, Younkers, Herbergers, Carson Pirie Scott, Bergners, and Boston Store and 43 Club Libby Lu specialty stores.
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SDSG occupies a distinctive competitive niche in the retail landscape, positioned as the hometown department store in the markets they
serve. SDSG nameplates have a rich heritage. Most have been in existence for more than a century, and all are embedded with substantial
brand equity. SDSGs stores operate from a high quality, well-maintained real estate portfolio, principally as anchors in the leading regional
or community malls throughout the Southeastern, Midwestern, and Great Plains regions of the United States.
Belk, Inc.
Charlotte, North Carolina based Belk, Inc. is the nations largest privately-owned department store company with 228 stores in 14
Southeastern states.
Forward-looking Information
The information contained in this press release that addresses future results or expectations is considered forward-looking information
within the definition of the Federal securities laws. Forward-looking information in this document can be identified through the use of words
such as may, will, intend, plan, project, expect, anticipate, should, would, believe, estimate, contemplate,
possible, and point. The forward-looking information is premised on many factors, some of which are outlined below. Actual
consolidated results might differ materially from projected forward-looking information if there are any material changes in management s
assumptions.
The forward-looking information and statements are or may be based on a series of projections and estimates and involve risks and
uncertainties. These risks and uncertainties include such factors as: the level of consumer spending for apparel and other merchandise
carried by the Company and its ability to respond quickly to consumer trends; adequate and stable sources of merchandise; the competitive
pricing environment within the department and specialty store industries as well as other retail channels; the effectiveness of planned
advertising, marketing, and promotional campaigns; favorable customer response to increased relationship marketing efforts of proprietary
credit card loyalty programs; appropriate inventory management; effective expense control; successful operation of the Company s
proprietary credit card strategic alliance with Household Bank (SB), N.A.; geo-political risks; changes in interest rates; the ultimate outcome
and timing of the Audit Committees internal investigation and the consequences thereof; and the delay in the filing with the SEC of the
Companys Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended January 29, 2005 and the consequences thereof. For additional information regarding these
and other risk factors, please refer to Exhibit 99.1 to the Companys Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended January 31, 2004 filed with the
SEC, which may be accessed via EDGAR through the Internet at www.sec.gov.
Management undertakes no obligation to correct or update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future
events, or otherwise. Persons are advised, however, to consult any further disclosures management makes on related subjects in its reports
filed with the SEC and in its press releases.
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